
APPENDICES. 

APPENDIX A. 

"POONINDIE MISSION. 

" To the Editor of the Register. 
"Sin,—I have obtained permission to offer to you, for insertion in the Register, the following interesting 

and authentic account of the present state of the Poonindie Institution, which will, I believe, be gratifying to 
your readers, and all who take an interest in the aborigines. 

"I am, Sir, &c., 
"A. ADELAIDE. " September 18, 1858." 

"Having just returned from Port Lincoln and the Mission Station at Poonindie, where I have been 
spending a week, I thought you might like to hear what impression has been made on my mind, arising out 
of personal observation of the natives at the station. 

"Mr. Hammond having met Mrs. H. and myself at Port Lincoln, escorted us to Poonindie. We did not 
arrive at our destination before the night set in ; then most welcome was the sight of lights dancing about 
in the little village as we wound our way through the dark trees, and crossing the River Tod ascended the 
beautiful slope on the top of which the schoolroom loomed in sight, with the little attendant cottages of the 
natives. The noise made by the approaching horses caused several doors to be opened, and the bright 
glare of the sheaoak fires was a most cheering and homely greeting for us chilly mortals after our sea-
coast ride of twelve miles. We were kindly received by Mrs. Hammond, and after a hearty meal 
the bell rang for evening prayers. I was particularly struck with the earnest, simple, and reverent 
manner of the natives during worship. My old friends IConnillan and Tolbuncs (of St. John's Sunday-
school) knew me at once, and appeared glad to see me. They always lead the hymns with their 
flutes; both of these young men read and conduct the services of our Church by turns on Sunday morning, 
when Mr. Hammond is absent celebrating divine service at St. Thomas's, Port Lincoln. Most of the 
natives have a good ear for music ; their time is correct, and they join most heartily in the responses 
as well as in the singing. It is most edifying to join in the worship of the Almighty with these dark 
children of the soil. I felt more gratification and real satisfaction than I have experienced in uniting ha 
worship with many a congregation of white Christians. The behavior of our dark brethren would prove a 
good example for many a thoughtless person to follow in this respect. I will now attempt to give you a 
sketch of their week-day course of life. During the present (winter) season the first bell rings at 7 o'clock 
am., prayers at half-past 7, then breakfast ; at half-past 9 the people go to their respective employments, 
some to ploughing, some trenching and draining. &c., others (the boys chiefly) herding cattle, milking the 
cows, and digging the garden. The women and girls go to morning school, where reading, writing, spelling, 
and sewing, also arithmetic, are taught. The duties of schoolmistress is conducted by Miss Hammond. 
Most of the women make their own dresses. At twelve o'clock the men come back to dinner, which is cooked 
by Mindise. I believe several take the office of cook and butcher by turns. All the meals are prepared in the 
large kitchen. The children dine first, then the men and women. The bread they bake, made from 
flour ground out of wheat grown on the station, is capital ; there is a large brick oven which will bake a batch sufficient to last for several days. I was much amused at observing the conduct of the " wurley" 
natives, as they call the Port Lincoln natives, who congregate, especially during the winter months, in the 
neighbourhood of the station. They treat the Poonindie " settlers ' with marked deference, and are literally 
made "hewers of wood and drawers of water" for their more civilized brethren, in return for which, they are 
liberally supplied with food, and further rewarded for good behaviour, with tobacco. Our friends at Poonindie 
evidently look upon them as inferior beings. Seeing two ill-clad natives busy scrubbing out the kitchen, and 
another occupied in tending the fire and pouring water into a large pot containing rice, hanging over the fire, I 
asked who they were; the reply I received was, " Oh, only wild blackfellows." These wild blackfellows are often 
induced to leave their children at the station, where they know they will be cared for. In the afternoon the 
women, children, and boys attend the school, when the men again return to work, from which they return at 
half-past three or four o'clock ; after tea the men willingly attend the school to be instructed by the Rev. Mr. 
Hammond in writing, reading, and arithmetic. I was much gratified to find that they all appeared both 
willing to learn and desirous to acquire knowledge. How many English laborers, after a heavy day's toil, 
will leave their fire-side to attend school ? I believe it has been found that very few English laborers, even if 
they can, do so. What pleased me very much was, to see the happy contented expression of their faces. It 
amused me to see the men after breakfast playing marbles with all the earnestness of boys, and laughing so 
heartily and joking among themselves at any slips, &c. They are capital cricketers, the best in the district. 
They played a match with the settlers at Port Lincoln, who brought their best players into the field, but the 
natives beat them easily. An eyewitness told' me that, although they seemed gratified at the result, no un-
seemly expression of exultation escaped them. I begged for a holiday, as a visitor, to be given to the natives, 
and Mr. Hammond willingly acceded. Mr. Hawson kindly lent us his whaleboat, and accompanied us to the 
snapper-ground off Tumby Island. We had rare sport. In about a quarter of an hour from the time we 
commenced fishing we had over three dozen large snapper in the boat. The natives are very fond of fishing, 
generally spending their holidays in this way. We took bread, salt, and tea with us, and made a good dinner 
on shore (near Mr. Tenant's place), by cooking the fish on the red embers and Covering them over with ashes 
till they are quite roasted ; this is a native mode of preparing fish, and decidedly the best I know of. Whether 
it arises from the extreme freshness of the fish I know not, but they are most delicious when cooked in this 
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rough fashion. We returned to our fishing ground after dinner, and caught fish enough to cover the bottom 
of the boat, then sailed back to Podnindie, entered the mouth of the Tod, and rowed up to the bottom of the 
large paddock close to the station, where we arrived at eight o'clock in the evening with three sacks full of 
snapper. I could not help remarking that, during the whole day, while in company with the natives, although 
the sport produced great excitement, caused by a more than usual run of luck, no unkind word was spoken, 
or any offensive expression made use of ; but hilarity and good humour prevailed throughout the day. When 
I expressed my gratification at this happy circumstance to Mr. Hammond, he said that there was nothing 
unusual in it. I must acknowledge that my experience amongst young white gentlemen, when associated 
with them in similar parties of pleasure, has been of quite a different character. I cannot leave this subject 
without observing that, during my sojourn at Poonindie, I never heard any swearing or offensive language used 
by any one there; not that the natives generally are ignorant of that vile habit, which has been acquired 
through intercourse with careless and profane white men. This is painfully proved by the language used by 
many of the uncared-for natives of these colonies. 

"I read the 24th chapter of St. John's Gospel with the first class, consisting of six men. They read 
perfectly ; and when I questioned them, answered correctly, but timidly, fearing to give a wrong answer. Had 
I been a perfect stranger to them, they would (Mr. Hammond told me), probably, have remained silent. A 
great deal depends upon the way of putting a que§tion to them. Mr. Hammond would obtain a reply or draw 
information from them when others could not prevail upon them to utter a sentence. The Murray River 
natives, who principally compose the inhabitants of the station, are superior, mentally and physically, to any 
other tribes I have ever met with in this colony, New South Wales, or Victoria. 

" Panulta's wife presented him with a little daughter while we were there, making, I think, the third 
born since Mr. Hammond has been in charge of the mission. Panulta promised to have it christened Edith 
Poonindie Panulta. Mrs. Hammond isst very great favorite with the natives. Whenever they are sick they 
always go to her ; she supplies them with medical comforts, and is very kind to the native children, with whom 
she takes much trouble. There were 45 or 46 natives at the home station, and six out shepherding with wives 
on different parts of the run. Mr. Hobson superintends the stock and sheep—a gentleman who appears 
to possess a very considerable amount of practical knowledge—and under him a Scotch shepherd, Robinson, 
with wife and three children. Mr. Hammond has made an excellent garden, and is growing large quantities 
of turnips, cabbages, onions, &c. The natives are very fond of vegetables ; it is a most valuable addition to 
their diet. Mr. Hammond intends to encourage them to plant small gardens for themselves. I will conclude, 
only observing that what. I saw may be summed up briefly thus, viz.:—a village of civilized aborigines living 
happily together, employing their time in cultivating a magnificent estate, and while providing, by their own 
labor, for their temporal wants, not neglecting their all-important spiritual necessities, but daily seeking to 
acquire a further knowledge of their Creator and Redeemer, and striving to worship Him in spirit and in 
truth ; they all appeared cheerful and contented. The station possesses a good woolshed, carpenter's work-
shop with a supply of tools, grinding mill, brick-kiln, stockyards, and dairy, &c. God has, indeed, blessed the 
efforts of that good, self-denying man, the Bishop of Perth. When I reflect upon the difficulties that he must 
have had to contend with, it seems so evident that the trials of temper, patience, and anxiety in establishing 
such an institution could only have been borne by means of God's grace strengthening him, and from a faithful 
love for his Redeemer. I felt happy that I had been associated with the institution at its commencement. 

" I remain, with respect, 

"My dear Lord Bishop, 
"Your faithful servant, 

"G. W. HAWSES." 

APPENDIX B. 

RETURN of ABORIGINES attending the Aboriginal School at Mount Franklin, showing their 
Age, period of stay at School, and present Educational Progress. 

NAMES. 	Age. Period of stay at 5015001. Social Relation. Progress in Education. 

MALES. 

Morpoke 	... 	15 Occasionally for six years Has an aged mother 
living 

Can read and write, and has 
some knowledge of arithmetic. 

Warbourp 	... 	15 	Occasionally for six years An orphan 	... Can read and write, and has 
some knowledge of arithmetic. 

Weregoondet ... 	13 	Two years and a-half ... An orphan 	... Can read and write. 
Willie ... 	... 	9 	Two years 	... 	... Half-caste 	... Can read and write. 
Denny... 	... 	14 	Three months 	... 	... Half-caste 	... Can read and write. 
Fred 	... 	... 	9 	Two years 	... 	... An orphan 	... Can read and write. 
Robert 4 Three months 	... 	... An orphan 	... Can read. 

FEMALES. 

Alice 13 Three years 	... 	... 	Half-caste 	... Can read and write, and has 
some knowledge of arithmetic. 

Helen ... 	... 9 Four years 	... 	... 	Father and mother 
living 

Can read and write, and has 
some knowledge of arithmetic. 

Mary Jane 	... adult Occasionally for fiveyears 	Married ... 	... Can read and write. 

ti 

CHARLES JUDKINS, 
Schoolmaster. 

EDWD. S. PARKER, Visiting Magistrate. 
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APPENDIX C. 
RETURN of CHILDREN formerly attending the Aboriginal School at Mount Franklin, period 

of attendance, and how long since left. 

NAMES Period of Attendance 
at School. How long sine left. Age. 	Present Abode and Occupation, if any. 

BOYS. 
Billy Green 	... 	... One year 	... Two years 	... 10 	The Avoca. 
Jacob 	... 	... One year 	... Two years 	... 12 	The Avoca. 
Babadur 	... 	... 18 months 	... Two years 	... 14 The Avoca. 
Donald 	... 	... Six months 	... Two and half years 8 McCallum's Creek. 
Bing-bing 	... 	... One year 	... Four years 	... 18 In service. 
Mid-bally 	... 	... Six months 	... Five years • 	... 17 In service. 
Juan Jibbito 	... 	... One year 	... Two years 	... 12 The Avoca. 
Captain 	••• 	... Six months 	... Three years 	... 14 The Avoca. 
Sergeant 	... 	... Six months 	... Three years 	... 15 The Avoca. 
Gellibrand 	... 	... Three months 	... Nine months 	... 6 Clunes. 

GIRLS. 
Caroline 	... 	... Six months 	... Nine months 	... 8 Clunes. 
Victoria 	... 	... Six months 	... Nine months 	. 7 Clunes. 

CHARLES JUDKINS, Schoolmaster 

APPENDIX D. 
SUCCINCT SKETCH OF THE ABORIGINAL LANGUAGE. 

BY WILLIAM THOMAS, ESQ., GUARDIAN or ABORIGINES. 

GRAMMAR. 
Faom observations I have been led to make, and attentively noticing their expressions, I am led to conclude 
that, like many of the civilised languages, much is abridged by the use of prepositions and terminations. 
which gives a musical tone to savage languages, not to be found in civilised tongues. Such has been observed 
in the South Sea Islanders, and generally among other barbarous nations ; in fact, every aboriginal is a true 
childof nature,—and nothing more than wh et is actually required will be found in their language. Reduplication 
is a feature in the aboriginal language of the two Melbourne tribes, which renders it at one and the same 
time simple and harmonious. The degrees of comparison in the adjectives are generally formed thus-
Worbrinun, tired; worbrinunun, very tired; worbrinununun, excessively tired—regularly done. Nerrebrunin, 
hungry; nerrebruninun, very hungry; nerrebruninunun, regularly famished; and so on, though they some-
times say kungee nerrebrunin, excessively hungry. 

ARTICLES are seldom used, the numeral adjectives answering fully their purpose. The article is always 
used (though at the termination) when describing any part of the human frame, and that in an elegant 
manner. Arter, the; thus—Myng, eye; myngarter, the eye; tallan, tohgue; tallanarter, the tongue. They 
however often use the particle o for the, as—tenung, foot; tenungo, the foot; myngo, the eye, &c. 

PLURALS are generally formed with the numerals, though sometimes (quite an original method) by ge 

to the end of the first singular, making both the substantives plural, thus—koolin, man; bagrook, woman; 
koolinge-bagrook, men and women: and often dispensing with the conjunction altogether; thus—wein, fire; 
pare, water; wein-parn, fire and water. 

VERBS are more regular; in fact, they appear one and all upon one general footing, like the French, but 
destitute of the irregular and reflective. Their verbs invariably terminate in eit. The eit cut off and the verb 
may be conjugated ; though I could never go through or find out, as in the French and English grammar, the 
whole of the tenses. I select a few of the principal verbs. 

Banganeit 	to have 	 Paarthrabuneit 	to steal 

Burgoneit 	 to spear 	 Tunganeit 	to eat 

Bouldoneit 	to fall 	 Toewangeit 	to go 

Boundoneit 	to bite 	 Tomboneit 	to enquire 

Gnolbuneit 	to carry 	 Toomdereneit 	to talk 

Gormurgeit 	to cover 	 Tiowoneit 	to be sick 

Komargeit 	to get up 	 Umoneit 	• to throw 

Koonaneit 	to hold 	 Koomoneit 	to bury 

Mardoneit 	to cry 	 Wolwooneit 	to run 

Monkeit 	 to make or do 	 Weagolaneit 	to die 

Marngoneit 	to mend 	 Wongoruneit 	to be stupid 

Narngoneit 	to hear 	 Yemoneit 	 to dwell 

Ngarneit 	 to see 	 Yaarkoneit 	to look for 

Nobeaneit 	to drink 	 Yarwoneit 	to swim 

Pundarroneit 	to dig up 	 Yannoneit 	to walk 

Purrumboneit 	to rub out 	 Yangowlaneit 	to go away 

Thus—bangan, have; banganerdon, I did have; yarwon, swim; yarwonerdon, I did swim; tanganaraka 
did I eat? bouldonerdon, I did fall; and so on. Since they have been with the white people they however use 
the pronouns I, you, &c., thus—murrumbeek yarwon, I swim; murrumbinner tanganan, you eat; &c., &c., &c .  

PRONOUNS are also subject to reduplication by abridging or annexing to the terminations, thus- 

Murrumbeek 	I or me 	 I 
Murrumbinner 	Thou or you 

Murrumbiek 	Mine 	 Murrumbianner 	Yours 

ADVERBS ill like manner, as— 
Ben 

Ganboden 	Once 	
1 	gero 

Bengeroden 	
Two 
Twice Gan'bo 	 One 

Ganbony 	 First 	 Bengerodenum 	Second 

PARTICLES are seldom used separately, and are so strangely interwoven with verbs, adverbs, and the 

other parts of speech, that, in a brief sketch like this, 't would be useless to enter upon. 
ConfuNcrioNs they have but few; but all that i necessary. 
I will now give a list of the principal adverbs particles, prepositions, conjunctions, &c. The verbs 

have been briefly given, and the adjectives will come in the regular vocabulary. 
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ADVERBS OF NUMBER.—Ganboden, once; tindee, only; tindee bengero, only two; tindee bengero-
ganmel, only three. 

ADVERBS OF ORDER.—Ganbony, first; ganbronun, first time; bengeroudin, second; telutkin, before; 
kurrengerin, after; wunadak, behind; wemeit, last; mingo, beginning; toloma, middle; moibo, end. 

ADVERBS OF PLACE.—Karbe, here; temon, there; mihu, these; notto, here; winda, where; windowring, 
whither; monkir, thither; karboit, above; kubberdon, below. 

ADVERBS or QnANrrrT.—Bullito, much; kertherba, together; wyebo, little; nogee, enough; uungo, 
more; bullitodebar, too much; wyebo-debar, too little; wootunno, abounding; nungutbudin, how many; 
nunggudbuddin, how much. 

ADVERBS OF TIME.—Netbo, now; wombo, sometimes; moloco, presently; yellewd, to.-day; baboreen, 
to-morrow; mola molok, yesterday; mologuan, by and by; yerramboot, day after to-morrow; yellingout, 
another day ; banban cram, morning; knrren munnebo, noon; krungine ngervein, evening; bonus, night; 
gumbo, long time; tutanbo, short time; nierbuddun, never; nunnelliner, then; borundut, midnight. 

ADVERBS, NEGATIVES.—Nier, nay; utur borak, no. 
ADVERBS hzrznitoostrrms.—Wener, which; winnerdon, which one; windower, to which; wener, what; 

winnerer, what is; winda, where; wiudart, where did they; kunne, this. 
INTERJECTIONS.—Ki! ki! surprise; ur! ur! hush! hark! yarka! grief, pain; wa! wa! look out! 
PARTICLES AFFIXED, &c —Ut, in; not, on; dap, in; wea, in the; wa, to, at; arter, the; o, the; burnin, 

at; ter, add; teno, at the. 
CONJUNCTIONS.—Bar, and; ge, occasionally, and; tey, also. 
Prtoxotixe.— 

I, or me 	
Singular. 	 Plural. 

Murrumbeek We 	 Murramaner 

He, or him 	 Munniger, kargee 	 They 	 Murrumnuller 
Thou, or you 	 Murrumbinner 	 You 	 Murrumbinner 

Possessive. 
Mine 	 Murrumbieek 	 Us 	 Nurnin 
Yours 	 Murrumbianner 	 Them 	 Murthiger 
Ours 	 Murrumbunarter 	 Myself 

Yourself 	
Ganieek 

His Kargemeek • 	 Ganninner 
N.B.—It will be necessary here, in order to give an idea of the use aborigines make of these small 

particles, to give examples, thus:—Ut, in; beek, ground or earth; beekut, in the ground. Willum, house or 
miam; willumut, in the house. Dap, in; koorong, boat; koorongdap, in the boat. Wa, in the; weing, fire; 
weingwa, in the fire. Wa, to or from; Sydneywa, to Sydney. Oit, to or at; Melbournoit, to Melbourne. 
Arter, the; tallanarter, the tongue; myngarter, the eye. 0, in the; weingo, in the fire; &c., &c. 

The aforesaid will, I trust, be to the Committee and philologists some clue to the language of the two 
Melbourne tribes, comprehending no small extent of country along the coast and inland to the Goulburn, 
Ovens, Broken, and Devil's Rivers, which may serve as a key (as far as my experience goes) to a chain of 
communications throughout Victoria, and upon the same rule, throughout the whole of New Holland. I leave 
this sketch and my remarks for what they are worth, and now proceed to the vocabulary. 

SUCCINCT LANGUAGE.—MORT NOULAB. 
ADJECTIVES. 

New (fresh) 
Old 
Poor 
Proud 
Pretty 
Round 
Round (as tree) 
Rough 
*Rotethen Ri   

Red 
Short 
Sweet 
Strong 
Sloping 
Square 
Stupid 
Sound 
Sick 
Sick (not well) 
Sick (very) 
Straight 
Smooth 
Slow 
Stinking 
Sweet 
Tall 
Thick 
Thin 
Thirsty 
Tired 

,Ugly 
Upright 
Upright (as a stick) 
Wet 
Wet (as damp) 
Weak 
Wicked 
Wicked (bad) 
Well (not ill) 
White 
Wise 
Wide 
Young (male) 
Young (female) 
Yellow 

(dead) 
 

Dirty 

Dark 
Deep 
Deeper 
Flat 
Fat 
Free 
First 
Good 
Good (very) 
Greedy 
Giddy 
Hot 
Hot (as fire) 
Heavy 
Hungry 
Hoarse 
Industrious 
Idle 
Lazy 
Lazy (very) 
Lazy (sluggish) 
Long 
Light (weight) 
Little 
Lame 
Last 
Long 
Mighty 
Nasty 
Narrow 
New 

Bitter 
Broad 
Big 
Blind 
Bad 
Black 
Blue 
Clean 

Dry 

Bailin 
Yerringooden 
Bullitto 
Toutmyng 
Nillam 
Woorkoordin 
Wookurrerble 
Rurrebully 
Worrework 
Woorrebully 
Kuubebel 
Bidderup 
Toutweing 
Woorgurrin 
Woorgulbunna 
Boorundara 
Mer-rim 
Mer-rim-er 
Roy-eon 
Marro-bull 
Poo-tun-uk 
Gan-bro-nun 
Mar-na-meek 
Boon-dup 
Bul-let -germ 
Lar-lun-en-et 
Num-man-in 
Tou-nar-bon 
Bern-bern 
Ner re-brum in 
Kiel-bul-un-in. 
Tar-tuk-ur-nup 
Tour-nur-nin 
Tour-lin-tab-lun 
Tour-nur-ne-nun 
Tal-lun-der-ner 
Ner-rim 
Bul-ler-bul-ler 
Wye-bo 
Nar-boon 
Van-neite 
Ner-rim 
Bool-ut-pall-eet 
Nil-lam 
Win-nin-koo-dip 
Moo-lo-good 

Tur-den-den 
Wag-ga-bell 
Wa-wat-tun-ner 
Tou-lup 
Bourn-dup 
Pi-o-bu-bur-din 
Pion-bur-nu 
Te-rip-te-rip 
Brun-guit 
Narn-get 
Be-bet-ur-nin 
Mort-ku-ding 
Bab-ber 
Pal-leet 
Kur-nurm-bil-ber-ding 
Park-bun 
Naw-lun-nin 
Pal-let-ku-ding 
Tarn-der-bun-in 
Toy-yon 
Gee-gee-ry 
Ur-din 
Barm-bur-din 
Port-be-uk 
t Buun-koon 
Lal-lee-woon 
Kur-nile 
Bun-neet 
Lal-lum 
Kum-bran-in 
Wor-brun-in 
Nil-lam 
Murm-bull 
Ter-ree-dee 
ToM-go don 
Tul-gm-min 
Bo-rup 
Me-ung-o-wor-gile 
Nil-lam 
Ko-rum-din-in 
Tarn-der-din 
Narn-ger-bon 
Wyl-gul-ter 
Yan-yean 
Mon-mon-deek 
Ki-er-lin 

Not in our sense—wealth; but estimetion—eloquence advice, or war. A nasal long drone. 



Body 
Hair 
Hair (of the head) 
Head 
Head (crown of) 
Skull 
Brain 
Forehead 
Bone over eyes 
Ear 
Eye 
Eye brows 
Eye lashes 
Eyeball 
Nose 	• 
Nostrils 
Mouth 
Mouth (open) 
Lips 
Teeth 
Tongue 
Cheeks 
Cheek. bone 
Chin 
Jaw 
Beard 
Moustache 
Neck 
Shoulder 
Arm 
Elbow 
Armpit 
Wrist 
Hand 
Hand (palm of) 
Fingers 
Finger (first) 
Finger (little) 
Thumb 
Nails 
Breast 
Breast (nipple of) 
Bosom 
Belly 
Naval 
Back 
Backbone 
Ribs 
Posteriors 
Hip 
Thigh 
Knee 
Leg 
Leg (calf of) 
Ankle 
Foot 
Instep 
Heel 
Toe 
Toe (big) 
Toe (little) 
Skin 
Bone 
Flesh 
Windpipe 
Lungs 
Heart 
Breathing 
Throat 
Gullet 
Stomach 
Guts 
Liver 
Kidney 
Kidney (fat of) 
Bladder 
Urine 
Vein 

Mur-rum 
Terra 
Yar-ra-kow-an 
Kow-an 
Troot-toop 
Turp-turp 
Tourn-tourn 
Myng-nin 
Tourn-a-myng 
Wer-ring 
Myng 
Yar-ra-myng 
Yar-ra de-myng 
Woor-wor-ri-mer 
Gaarn 
Myng-gaarn 
Kun-der-ner 
Um-ble-bun-ark 
Woor-roon 
Lee-ang 
Tal-lon 
WI:mug 
Tourt-wcrang 
Un-duk or nun duk 
Eurt 
Yar-ra-nun-duk 
Yar-ra-mon du-be-run 
Koarn 
Buck-ur-er 
Ter-ruk 
Ko-rum 
Won-gu-ruk 
Un-ung 
Mun-ung 
Ber-ringker-ring 
Muidnong 
Won-mun-mill-uk 
Won-mun-mill-uk-wye-bo 
Bar-bin-bar-bin 
Tir-re-bee-mun-ung 
Bar-um-boom 
Brem-brim 
Ber-ring 
Bolin 
Tour-luk 
Bun-nin-bun-nin 
Nilgn er-ur-ruk 
Nilgn-e tur-min 
Bill-ake 
Kow-an-hour-no 
Ngar Ice-ter-rang 
Bur-din 
Lour-ko 
Lourk 
Tour-rum-ke-kun-uk 
Te-nan 
Ngar-te-nan 
Peru 
Kow-an-te-nan 
Bar-hun-te-nan 
Wye-bo-te-nan 
Tar-bo 
Nilgne-ka-rook 
Ngar-huk 
Tur-tur kur-rum 
Nin-nin-e-bourt 
Toor-oor 
Ang 
Turn 
Tal-ler-be-gottrn 
Tur-rum-ber-lin 
Moon-mur 
Boar-doo 
Woor-ror-marp 
Marm-bul-la 
Mour-rut 
Bul-gi 
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Parts of the body. 

SUBSTANTIVES. 

Sinews 
Blood 
Marrow 
Sweat 

Pee-reep 
Kul-mu' 
Dee-dit 
Moor-run-moor-run 

Of the Heavens, 

God (or first cause) 	Pundgyl-Marman 
Devil [some tribeshave] *Bull-gen kar-nee 
Heaven 	 Woor-woor-rer 

Hell 	 Moo-eep-nall-ook 
Soul 	 Moor-roop 
Spirit 	 Nar-roon 
Ghost 	 Moor-roo-bull 
Apparition (of one dead) Lam-bar-moor 

Nger-were 
Myn-cam 
To-py-rum 
Lark 
Woor-woor 
Woo-to-ko-rook 
Mar-be-ang-rook 
Boo-re-am 
Ng-err 
Burm -bo 
Bul-go 
Tu-an-de-boop 
Woon-du-ble 
Moor-rin-no 
Tarn-bulk 
Bab-bin 
Tu-dee-war-ree 
Brin-beal 
Ko-reen 
Morn-moot 
Burt-ko-reen 

Parn-min 
Moo-dee-e-ram 
Merrim-Nger-wern 
Moo-dee-Nger-wein 
Per-ring-Nger-wein 

Cardinal Points. 

Kul-lin-bi-rem 
Nut-bro-ki 
Bur-gee 
Koor-reen 

Sea 	 War-reen 
River 	 Woor-neet 
Spring (rise water) 	Gan-noon 
Creek 	 Kun-nung 
Waterhole 	 Tim-boore 
Waterhole (temporary) Pun-pun 

Four Elements. 

Earth 	 Beek 
Air 	 Ngm Tou-rd 
Fire 	 Weing 
Water 	 Parn 

Five Senses. 

Bar-ro-muk 
. Ngar-o-buk 
Purn-boo-nuk 
Ngar-noon 
Ngar-goon 

Face of Countries. 

Bun-null 
Noo-ur-or-ur-rook 
Wye-bo-Bun-null 
Mill 
Taul 
Bull-ook 

Sun 
Moon 
Star 
Cloud 
Sky 
Morning star 
Evening star 
Dew 
Fog 
New moon 
Half moon 
Full moon 
Thunder 
Lightning 
Ice 
Snow 
Hail 
Rainbow 
Storm 
Wind 
Whirlwind 
Hot wind 
Rain 
Spring 
Summer 
Autumn 
Winter 

East 
West 
North 
South 

Taste 
Smell 
Feel 
See 
Hear 

Mountain 
§ Ranges 
Hill 
Rise 
Flat 
Swamp 

• gdy blacks state, this only means ugly. 
t They have several terms for the abode of bad souls. This is the most impressive, continued descending through a narrow opening, 

and never stopping. 
I A long solemn drone. 
§ Every range has its name ; likewise every mountain has its particular name; so that blacks can state the precise mountain or bill 

in an extensive range where they will meet. I have upwards of 200 names of mountains in the Australian Alps. Aborigines require 
neither latitude nor longitude; plain nature by day and the stars by night. 

ABORIGINES (APPENDICES). —2 a. . 



Stone 
Flint (white) 
*Red (ochre) 
White (ochre) 
Brown (ochre) 
Brick 
Clay 
Gravel 
Coal 
Charcoal 
Sand 
Ashes (dust) 

Man 
Woman 
White man 
Black man 
Old man 
Old woman 
Infant (male) 
Infant (female) 
Child 
Girl  • 
Young man 
Young woman 
Husband 
Wife 
Son 
Daughter 
Father 
Mother 
Grandfather 
Grandmother 
Sister 
Brother 
Elder brother 
Elder sister 
Uncle 
Aunt 
Niece 
Nephew 
Half-cast 
Friend 

Coat 
Trousers 
Shirt 
Shoes 
Hat 
Mur-ri-guil 

Nour-rite or Kiar-
yeun 

Leek 

Mur-rur-kul-lim 
Til-bur-nine 

Mur-ri-kle 

Kourn-but 
Kourn-ur-run 

Wal-ler WaLlert 
Yel-ler-ne-bre 
Yell- un- cet- tur- 

ruk 
Ber-buk 

Mi-am or wil-lum 

Tel-low-dung 

Lee-an 

Tourn-der-ry 

Bol-loom 

Tar-nuk 

Stone, Clay, 
Larng mong 
0o-work 
Wee-rup 
Nar-rum-ble 
Ter-reel 
Der-re-kul-mul 
Nut-kun-tare 
Ter-ree-beek 
Lourn 
Kun-nun-dare 
Kar-ga-rule 
Mun -nip 

Kindred. 
Koo-lin 
Bag-rook 
Hom-mer-geek 
Woor-gur-din-koo-lin 
Wag-a-bil .koo-lin 
Moon-deg- rook 
Wye-bo-Bo-pup 
Wye-krook 
Bo-pup 
Mon .mon-dik 
Pan- Yean 
Mon- mon-dik 
Nan-go-ron 
Bren-bun 
Mum-mum 
Man-gip 
Mar-man 
Par-pun 
Ner-bun-ger-ron 
Ko-kung-e-up 
Leur-rookong 
Woon-do-1 
Barn-gun 
Lun -dun 
Kurn-kurn 
Bum-boon 
Pa-ren-ger-roon 
Nar-bung-ur-roon 
Tree-be-mur-rum 
Kor-ki 

Clothes, 6-c. 
Woor-kud-der-bil 
Ta-rang-ar-look 
Ta-run-a-look 
Te-nan-a-look 
Kum-bra-kow-an 
Worn over secret parts of males 

till married 
Worn over secret parts of females 

till married 
Band round forehead, worn by 

male and female 
Band neatly made of thread 
Fine apron made of emeus' fea- 

thers, goes all round the waist, 
worn by females Ma single dance 

Strips of opossum skin worn 
to hide the fundament in males 
when in a dance 

Necklace made of reeds 
Fine necklace, made of the sinews 

from emeus' legs 
Opossum rug 
A blanket 
Band round the arm to strengthen 

arm 
Belt romtd the belly to keep off.  

hunger 
A house or place to lie down in or 

live 
Sapling from one end to the other 

of the miam 
Forked sticks 	to 	support 	the 

sapling of miam 
Thick bark with which the blacks 

make miam 
Thin bark which blows off trees, 

kindles in an instant 
Native Micket, made from the 

elbow or wart of trees 
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Kul- bul- ling- ur-
rook 

Min-der-min 
• 

Pee-reep 
Moo-gra-moo-gra 

Be-lang-be-lang 
Bin nuk 

String 	(Europ.) 
Looking glass 

Gun 
Powder and shot 
Flint (of gun) 
Knife 
Fork 
Spoon 
Boson 
Box 
Brush 
Dish 
Pannican 
Candle 
Hammer 
Chisel 
Saw 
Axe 
Gimblet 
Spade 
Hoe 
Ship 
Boat 
Paddle (as canoe) 

Kangaroo. 
Wollaby 
Wombat 
Bear 
Bandicoot 
Opossum 
Flying 	squirrel 

(three kinds) 
Smaller kind 
Very diminutive 
Kangaroo rat 
Rat (common) 
Ringtailed 	opos- 

sum 
Mouse 
Dog 
Dog (wild or na-

tive) 
Cat 
Water mole 
Platterpus 
Hedgehog 
Horse 
Bullock 
Sheep 

Bird 	(general 
term) 

Emeu 
Native companion 
Turkey 
Pelican 
Swan 
Mulligan 

Eagle (very large) 
Eagle (smaller) 
Sparrow hawk 
White hawk 
White do. 	(very 

small) 
Lyre bird 
Nankeen bird 
Pigeon 
Cockatoo 

Native tomahawk, made from a 
blue flat pebble stone, found in 
certain ranges. The blacks had 
great labor to get them to cut ; 
the handle was bent wood 

Native nails or pegs made by 
hardening wood in fire 

Native thread 
Kangaroo bag, in which the black 

holds all his wealth but his 
spears 

Native bag, made of grass 
Native basket, made of native 

flags of grass 
Woo-gle-woo-gle 
Woor-un-dul-min 
Trang-bul-la-bill 
Mor-ra-doo 
Pel-lin [or] oour-uk 
Kul-pen-kul-pen-gee-up 
Kal-lup 
Touru-der-ry [made of bark] 
Ko-ron-er 
Lil-le-ry 
Wor-oor-wort 
Wel-len-wel-len 
Pan-ni-can 
Marm-bull 
Num-bert 
Beum-bean 
Pinder-bul-lup 
Num-be-mon 
Man-mure-bul-lup 
Beller-rer 
Wye-bo-ba-ler 
Bul-li-to-koo-ron 
Wye-bo-koo-ron 
Kun-ne-ko-lon 

Animals. 

Koo-im 
Wym-bir 
War-reen 
Kur-bur-rer 
Boe-ung 

Eur-run 

Ku-an-boo 
Tu-an-tu-an 
Ber-uke 
Ty-ung 
Be-min 

Bar-rut 
Wer-run-un 
Wer-ren-wil-lum 

Urn [or] yurn 
Tu-la-or-ong [or] Pal-la-rale 
Mur-rin-moor-roo 
Kow-an 
Kul-ken-tur- nuk 
Bul-gan-ner 
Eu-ep 

Birds. 
Boy-up 

Bur-ri-mil 
Kur-ur-rook 
Woon-mar-bel 
War-gill 
Koon-war-ror 
A large bird of prey, lives only 

on birds and fish by the coast 
Pun-dyl 
Ber-pip 
Par-rite 
Kab-bin 
Tur-rer 

Bulln-bulln 
Kar-warn 
Moon-go-bra 
Gnur-uile 

• 

• 

■ 

These ochres are used promiscuously in painting their bodies for corroberries, kc.; but two of them for sacred purposes ; viz., the white for mourning ; red, for joy when a victim has been offered up fo their dead. 
t When white people had regularly made a footing at Port Phillip, one, Budgerry Tom, was noted for giving names to European 

things and animals. These names are mostly of his giving. 
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Ditto 	(another 
kind, very fat, 
but small) 

Snake 
Ditto (black) 
Ditto (diamond) . 
Worm 
Grub 

Grub (smaller) 
Grub (very small) 

Centipede 
Ant (common) 
Bull ant 

Black cockatoo 
Cockatoo parrot 
Parrot (general 

name) 
Ditto (Magella) 
Ditto (Blue Moun-

tain) 
Ditto (king) 
Ditto (very small 

kind) 
Satin bird 
Whip bird 

Gnur-nan 
Aar-mile 
Tan-dun 

Flea 
Louse 
Lizard 
Ditto (small kind) 
Ditto (very large) 

Tug-gan-kow-an 

Bat 

Tu-at 
Whale 
Shark 
Porpoise 
Salmon (a kind 

of). 
Cod lin Goulburn 

and Murray) 
Lobster 
Craw fish (fresh-

water) 
Craw fish (salt-

water) 
Oyster 
Mutton fish 
Cockle 
Muscle 
Pennywinkle 
Sprat (a kind of) 
Herring 

•Leech 
Frog 

Box tree 
Ditto (bastardy) 
Stringy bark 
Ditto (inferior 

kind) 
Light or black 

wood 
Ditto (spurious) 
Peppermint 
Honeysuckle 
Sheoak 
Turpentine (tree) 

Insects (general 
term) 

Locusts (green 
wings) 

Locust (a large 
kind) 

Wattle tree (com-
mon) 

Ditto (silver) 
Ditto (marmoza) 
Ditto (dwarf) 
Cedar (bastardy) 
Cherry tree 

Moth 
Butterfly 
Grasshopper 
Fly (common) 
March fly 
Mosquito 

Wattle bird 
Leather bird 
Mawpoop 
Cuckoo (noise like) 
Magpie 
Gean-gean 

Crow 
Laughing jackass 

Bell bird 
Redbreast 
Fowl 
Duck 
Kor-rung-uis-un 
Goose 
Quail 
Snipe 
Soldier bird 

Tree (general 
name) 

Tree (blossom of) 
Tree (seed of) 
Tree (root of) 
Tree (trunk of) 
Branch 
Leaves 
Veins 
Sap 
Bark 
Gum tree (red) 
Gum (white) 
Be-nup (a gum) 

Fern tree 
Ditto (short ditto) 
Cabbage or grass 

tree 
Pivit (shrub) 
Myrtle (native) 
Strawberry (na-

tive) 

Bro-gil 
Lar-guk 

Uu-gup 
Nel-la-woon 

Ngar-ran 
Yan-yan-gak. So named from 

its noise, like the cracking of 
a whip 

Yan-guk 
Be-rat-be-rat 
Goor-koom (night bird) 
Woork-woork 
Per-er-warn 
A bird between a crow and mag- 

pie. [The natives have strange 
superstitious notions of it] 

Warn. [Superstitious of this] 
Tour-ur-rong. [Called the bush- 

man's timepiece] 
Trin-war-reen 
Tee-ung 
Bowl 
Tou-loom 
Very large water fowl 
Nup-nup 
Tre-bin 
Kruk- w or-rum 
Bill-bill-man-nere. [So named by 

the whites from its always being 
on the qui vive, and alarming 
the forest, to the great mortifi-
cation of the sportsman] 

A small bird, makes a howling 
distressing noise 

Pol-ly-ong 

Fishes. 
General name of fish 
Pet-ti-heel 
Tal.Ian-nur-run 
Bar-bar-ICI 
Kur-nur-guil 

Mal-lun 

Kur-rite 
Tar-luk-purn 

Toy-yon 

Ton-at 
Woor-din 
Mur-yoke 
Mur-bone 
Pid-de-ron 
Tal-li-bal-li 
Tar-uk-war-ra-bil 
Ter-rum-be-leet 
Nar-rut 

Miscellaneous. 

Kam-kam-koor 

Tee-een 

Karl-kal. [The dung of this insect 
is sweet; it is generally termed 
manna, though not generally 
known to be the soil of this 
insect; but such is the case. I 
have gathered as much as a 
quart from the targan (or box 
tree), at its base of a morning] 

Bar-lum-ber-lun 
Bol-lom-bol-lom 
Nar-rite 
Kow-urk 
Kurm-bur-ra 
Koor-gook 

Man-nun 
hloo-noon 
Eu-roke [or] Tun-per-rim 
Nur-rung 
Per-ren-un. [At the Ovens and 

Broken River; and to the north 
they run to four, five, and six 
feet long. I have measured one 
five feet] 

Pudg-gen. [Eaten by the blacks 
generally] 

Karn 
Tar-run-del 
Koon-mill 
Tur-ror 
Ver-ring. [Very large and fat ; 

blacks eat them raw. Said by  
Europeans to be fine eating, 
when roasted or fried] 

Bear-uk 
Yeour.ong. [Not bigger than a 

small maggot. I have seen 
quarts and pecks of them got 
from near the roots of the trees. 
The blacks mix them with 
charcoal, and thus separate 
them from the rotten tree and 
eat them 

Ter-run-tear-ruk 
Murrub 
Oeur-rong. [Awfully sharp bite] 

Trees, Shrubs, /yc. 
Tur -rung, kulk 

Kum- brook 
De-ran-dell 
Wea-eu-ruk 
Wee-reep 
Ter-ru-galk 
blur-run 
Mur-rer-mur-uk 
Tu-un-no 
Tourn-der-ry 
Be-al 
Yar-ra-bin 	• 
[Grows stately, but very irregular 

in its branches ; pure snowy 
white bark. From the elbows 
of this tree the blacks formerly 
made their tarnuks or water 
buckets, which appear by a 
kind Providence to be designed 
for that purpose] 

Tar-gan 
Beet 
Bun-ger-look 
Way-out 

Burn-nar-look 

Marn-gan-noy-an 
Eur-look 
f War-rak 
Tur-run 
Vi-al. [The oozing from this tree 

the natives use as a plaster for 
wounds] 

Keir-run 

Moy-yan 
War-our-e-rup 
Burt 
Wy- gout 
Poo-lyte. [The stone grows out-

side, and not inside, as in Eu-
rope] 

Kum-ba-do. 
Ku-der-ron 
Kum-be-deek 

Kar-ran 
Tid-e-am 
Koo- gor-ruk 

• Shoals of these in muddy rivers at Western Port. 
t Tree generally stunted, not more than six or eight inches in diameter ; but on the Ten Mile Beach, between Moody Iralloca and Mount Eliza, between the two first inlets of the sea, on mere sand, they grow en high and in diameter as a huge gum tree. 
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Bourt-deet Bourt-bourt. [Good substitute for 
candles in the early history of 
the colony ; grows a fine size 
at Western Port, and used by 
the primitive settlers there for 
candles] 

Kur-ra-wan. [Black lubras make 
fine baskets and mats of them 
split] 

Bung-bur-rulk or Kum-me-ree 
Kurm-bur-root 
Nur-rur 

A superior fibrous vegetable; 
blacks eat it raw or cooked 

IT,13.—It would be well here to state, that these roots are all in-
digenous, and were in abundance before the whites came among 
them. Civilized, or tamed, animals and enclosures have much 
diminished their dependence. All were eaten by the blacks. 

To avoid touching upon the like subject again, I may slate, that 
all animals, except the snake and a few other animals, were eaten 
by the two Melbourne tribes ; and tribes to the westward—even 
the Geelong blacks—used to eat snakes and bodies of large moths. 

Flag (many kinds, 
principal) 

Fig (native) 
Butter-cup 
Convolvulus 

(three kinds) 
Grass Bo-curt 

Vegetables 

Tal-le-rup 
9 a 

Bread or flour 
Rice 
Sugar 
Meat (general) 
Beef 
Mutton 
Pork 

Yep-Pere 
-Mur-nong 

Kurn-ger-rer 

Boo-yeat 

Kur-run 

Kurrn 

You-urn 
Knu-nal 
Nurm-nurp 

(indigenous), ,kc., eaten by Blacks. 

Grows 3 feet 6 inches high on the 
rich land and swamps; they eat 
it raw; tastes like cabbage 

Small sweet bulb 
A nourishing bulb, grows on poor 

loomy soil; blacks very fond of it 
Tapering root, like a carrot; eaten 

raw, or thrown into the fire 
Grows high, like Kum-be-duk. 

They bruise the outside, with 
which they make a kind of 
dough; eat the inside raw 

Gum; a valuable portion of abo-
riginal diet. In dysentery they 
use it as a medicine made up 
into pills—a good medicine too 

A small maggot; eaten in thou-
sands 

Larger kind; eaten also 
Eggs of ants 
Large vegetable, grows in rich 

land and swamps, as high as 
celery and not inferior 

European Food, 6,e. 
Ner-rong 
Kur-ran 
Gaem gaem 
Win-gar-um 
Bul-gan-ner 
Eec-up 
Tal-lum. [I must remark that, 

when I first came among the 
aborigines, they would not eat 
any part of the pig. I soon 
found, however hungry a black 
might be, that he would not 
partake of a rasher of bacon. 
They could not explain why, 
only " no good pig." They, 
however have long got over 
this prejudice, and now enjoy 
it much] 

Pal -let-ner-rong 
Lil-le-bro 
Mor-an-doo 
Brim-brim-o 
Brem-brem 
Par-rum 
Kam-bo-duk 
Kun-ang-ner-ro-men 
Bal-lam 
No-bi-an-bal-lam 
Bul-lLto No-bi-an 

Biscuit 
Soup 
Tea 
Butter 
Milk 
Herbs 
Carrots 
Tobacco 
Spirits 
To drink spirits 
*To get drunk 

A FEW LEADING SENTENCES. 

Come here 
Go away 
Give me 
Lend me 
Bring me 
Send me 

Take it 
Go and fetch 
Cut it 
Put it down 
Sit down there 

War-ra-Wee 
Tan-na-To a 
U-mar-leek 
We-am-be Iran 
Won-da-nun 
U-ro-ma-kun 

Koon-uk 
Yan-na-no 
Ti-buk 
Mar-buk 
Nor-lum-bee-not-to 

Come here to-morrow, and cut me some wood, and 
me give you white money. 

What for you stupid, and get em big one drunk; 
by and by you die like it another one black fellow. 

Will you go with me? 
Where are you going? 
This way, that way. 
What going for? 
To look out kangaroo. 
Where are your spears? 
Here, in my miam. 
No good spear. Very good gun. 
Now, let us go. 
Me see kangaroo; no you make noise, me shoot 

him. 
Go on fire. Ah! tumble down dead. 
No dead, only gammon; you see run away that one. 

Big one stupid. Now, go look out opossum. 
Me see tracks up the tree. 

Black fellows' corroberry to-night. 
No; too much tumble down rain. 
You tell 'em black fellows to corroberry, and 

me give them white money. 
Black fellows big one stupid, no corroberry. 
What for black fellows no corroberry ? 
Black fellows die last moon. 
Black fellows' corroberry to-morrow night. 
Yes, big one corroberry; all black fellows dance. • 	Don't you know another one moon come? 

Ba-bo-ring mur-rum bin-ner wo-man, bar til-ben-er 
kulk, bar murrumbeek umarleek white money. 

Kundee yeller wong runnin murrumbinner bar bul-
lito nobean ballam molocho weakon tandowring uungo 
koolin. 

Tan-na-noul1t 
Winda lingo murrumbinner? 
Temon-o, temon mihu. 
Kundee vener? 
Kundee koim. 
Winda tarren-o? 
Mihu Willumut. 
Nillam tare. Marnameek tranbulla-bel. 
Yan-na- wet. 
Narnardun koim nier bunner tomnboonner mur-

rumbeek vioner. 
Mangkonuk vioner wa trantublulneit. 
Borate weakoner, tindee moyup, murrumbinner 

ngarren woolwoor. 
Nowlununartun, warrentenul, kundee wailer wallert. 
Nangerdon munnung kalligi myngnoit. 
Koolin ngargunner borundut. 
Utur, bullito parr-min boldoneit. 
Tombannerreunun ngargun, bar murrumbeek umal-

len white money. 
Kooliner, wongrunin bullito, borak ngargun. 
Kundee vener borak ngargee kooliner? 
Koolin weakun ninneam werneit. 
Baborin borundut kooliner ngargee. 
Yea, ngargoon waga-bil, umarko koolin yeilve nier. 

Mangeit mincam uungo womon ? 

*The first black I ever saw drunk was of the Goulburn tribe—a man In years. Poor fellow! He was brought up to my tent by 
his wife and others, to know if he would die—had he been poisoned. He cried, staggered, and lay down in my tent : this was early In 
1839. I believe, such was their innocence at that time, that the blacks thought he had been poisoned. Alas! now they crave this poison. 

*This " mad ," at the termination of the verb go, answers to "will you with me ?" 
$ Blacks can tell by the bark If an opossum is up, by claw marks. 

C u 

L 
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DIALOGUES. 

ON RISING IN THE momenta. 
Awake; get up, get up, get up. 
I will get up directly; stop, stop, my trousers are 

wet. 
Get up and make the fire; the sun is high. 
You are lazy; get up ; chop some wood; the sun is 

ttp ; dry your trousers. 
What for you tell 'em lie; sun only little up. Where 

tailwork? 
Tailwork not dry; name who leave it on the ground 

last night. 
Now it is dry; go on, turn away. Ah! I see smoke; 

fire soon come. 
Very good now, big one fire; now sit down and 

smoke your pipe. 
All good white men when they get up, say their 

prayers, and thank God for taking care of them all 
night. 

Big one stupid me and all black fellows, no like it 
white man. 

Where are the bullocks ? 
Over there, behind that hill. 
Did you see their tracks ? 
Yes ; I saw them this morning. 
Where did they bed last night. 
By the big tree, don't you see their dung ? 
Go and fetch them, that's a good fellow; I will lend 

you my horse. 
Very well ; where ? 
Bridle and saddle, I will go and fetch them ; put 

any bag in the cart. 
Now get the things together. Where are the panni-

cans ? Don't leave anything behind. 
Here are the bullocks. You are a good fellow 

Bugup; here is a stick of tobacco for you. 
Now blackfellows, hold up the pole of the dray, 

and two of you hold on the back of the cart. 
There now, that will do—stop, let us see if any-

thing is left behind, look about. 
• 

Ngiemuk ; kommergee, kommergee, kommergee. 
Murrumbeek kommergee tudan ; burrs, burrs, 

murrumbiek tarrunarlook tulgunner. 
Kommargee werigut vein ; ngervein karboit. 
Tandnm murrumbinner ; kommagee ; tilberner 

kulk ; ngervein karboit ; biderup tarrunarlook. 
Wenerrer wa moyutpin murrumbinner ; ngervein 

tindee wyebo. Winda tailwork ?* 
Tailwork nier bidderup; nerreno welain narlumboon 

nge, bukerborin molomolac. 
Netbo bidderup ure purrumbon. Ah! ngeren port 

molocho vein woman. 
Marnameek netbo, bullito vein; narlumby prombean 

pipe. 
Bondup kommergee-ker nerdoit kommergee pardo-

gurrabun, bar thank Pundgyl marman, tudruk kunun-
unner nerrembee borundut. 

Wongrunin murrumbeek bar koolinner, vier tan' 
dowring hommageek. 

Winda wottering bulganna ? 
Karbering miring bunnul wt. 
Narnadarta parren teno? 
Yer ; Narnnerdonerun banban eram. 
Windart kudunger borundut ? 
Narnnarlonniart karlto kuddalling tarrung kunar ? 
Kungargewat wallarboyun nullinner, kulkelturne-

gieek. 
Kungargewat ? 
Worong kukedo nunnieek pelan minebok ngargee 

karber voit. 
Perkart yarrite ketherbk windowring tarnuk tu-

mart nowvolumbernner yarrite 
Mihu pinnuk tudeyoul. Kungewt boundup Bugup; 

moode yanner kunnunne murromanner. 
Netbo tarmbar karteekulgo, bengeronewat mum-

medo karter. 
Nogeeballing, nageeballing tudan, yartkun nut 

terredee yarrite ngarreen. 

breakfast ; we will be going. 	 kunnee wat. 

ON GOING A JOURNEY. 
Now, my blackfellows, make haste and get your 	Eur barbullin kunarkut yanner bullen kunnee wat, 

OP EATING AND DRINKING. 
Put the pannican on the fire. Where are the tea 	Korourk pannican veinoit. Winda morrador bar and sugar ? 	 gaem gaem ? 
There is no water. Tell the lubras to get some 	Nier pare. Toom bergee bagrook wantagu pare ; water; pannican in miam. 	 pannican willumut. 
I cannot see the pannican ; it is not in the miam ; 	Nier ngerren pannican murrumbeek, miring wil- 1 have looked all about. 	 lum, vier yarkunner. 
Oh ! big one, stupid me, it is behind the miam by 	Oh ! wongurrunin murrumbeek, monkir willumut that gam tree. 	 karbe nge beat turrung. 
Wash the pannican. Very good clean, no good 	Kurworbun pannican. Marnameek kerwoneit, nil- dirty. lam kunnit pin. 
Me big one hungry. Where is the kangaroo, the 	Nerrebrunin bullito murrumbeek. Windowring opossum, and the bandicoot ? 	 koem, wailer wallert, bar boong ? There they are, also the bear, wollaby and wombat; 	Notto nangeit, bar wimbi, warren, turnanook 

put them all to the fire. Plenty of food in the bag. umarko, bar kurbork bullito tanganan narlumby 
it down to-day; no look out, only eat, sleep, and sing. woollaminin, quombt yellinewt, utur, koondee, tinde 

a 
Here piccaninny, give that to the lubras, and tell 

tang 
 WA,

n 
!
an, yemen bar yengerk. 
 bopup kunuk kunnee bdgrook, tombanna 

them when they have eaten to go and look out gum bagrook, tinderbuk tanganan, dado koondee kurrun- 
for blackfellows to eat. 	 tuduk koolitmer bullito tanganan. 

This kangaroo is very good, it is a joe ; here is 	Kunne koem marnameek, joe kargee; bar unngo another, young lubra, ah I 	 marnameek, monmondeek, ki! 
The water boils, put in the tea, and give some to 	Pam touloppun, quamba morador, bar umarleek 

the children, and they fetch us more water. bopup, tudun bopup wantagee barn uungo. 
You too much greedy piccaninny ; you give some 

of that kangaroo to that piccaninny out there 

PLAYS AND DIVERSIONS. 

ulhto garn murrumbmner bopup, umerleek bopup 
monkyne nge, tanganun koem tudan. 

Now let us sleep, big one stupid ; white man work 	Netbo mallyemena, bullito wongorunin hommageek 
every day, no like 'em this. No you make a noise mofagan yellenwa yellenwt, vier tandowring nge-
piccaninny; play out there. Big one bellyful me. 	Hier' bopup tillutkerin monkyne nge, bullito marp 

murrumbeek. 

What shall we play at first ? 
We will play at ball, you make it up, very high 

don't you see one. Very good that one, go oh kick. 
Come, come; me get it ; make haste. 
Take care of the child ; no me throw it down ; no 

me stupid. 
Throw it out again ; out further. Call the boys 

outside. 

Wener ganbony tillutkerrin 
Mangut marnameek, mongun ganbony murrum-

binner, marnamuk kunnup, ure kurruk ngerin karboit. 
Kolly-warree, wolley kungardon. 
Tartbuk bopup niap badan umite nier wongrunin 

murrumbeek. 
Umark worreder, weatbuk, marnameek, tombargee 

bopup millarree. 
• Pirhen I first came among the blacks, not an adult mate or female werewIthout their tailwork—a wood from which they procure are; not by friction, as the Sydney blacks ; but perpendicular, as working a drilling-bow. 
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Take care of the stumps, take care now, you go on 
too fast. 

No more ; that will do ; the ball broke ; sit down. 
Play at soldiers. Come here. Stand up. Hold up 

your head. That will do, that will do. 
Right about face. 
Stand at ease. 
Attention. 
Quick march. 
Another one day get 'em guns. 
No more play now, it is too hot. When go down 

sun, then play at wavoit. 
Now koolin, where wavoit? Come all blackfellows. 
Now let us see who throw out the farthest. Throw 

it out. 
You can't catch me. No you take it, my wavoit. 

This is mine. No, no ; me give it you. 

All done play. Dark now. Come on, come on. 
You walk and I will run. 

Sit down. Where pipe 7 Outside, inside miam ; 
make haste and get it. 

Sit all around. Stop, just stop. 

Warregerry kulk, warregerry kulkerbrook, kul-
berlin woovoneit murrumbinner. 

Nogee, nogee, mangut tinderbeek, narlumby. 
Tillutkerrin policemen. Warrd wee. Terridee, 

kommergally, berunggally, nogee, nogeemee. 
Pierup koodelly. 
Tilbert mununinner. 
Tilbert terreninna. 
Yanna uree. 
Hung yellenwa kundu trangbullabil. 
Nogeemee woodu ngervein tournaboon, nerdoit nar-

lumby ngervein, wavoit. 
Netbo koolin, winda wavoit? Womenderrewat. 
Malnangyer, wida umeit warreete, umuk perper-

duuk. 
Kier benerak bunner, nier paarthrabun, wavoit 

murrumbiek, kunne murrumbiek, utur, nier urbinan 
umanner. 

Tinderbeek tillutkerrin, borun netbo, warra .wee 
murrumbinner yannon, murrumbeek woovon. 

Narlumby. Winds pipe. Kiering mihu willum ; 
ure urebuk. 

Wanwan broodewat. Pingoody, pingoody. 

■ 
0 

ABORIGINAL LANGUAGE. 

TRANSLATIONS. 

THE CXSL PSALM. 

1. I will lift up mine eyes unto God ; from Him 
cometh my help. 

2. My help cometh from the Lord, who made the 
heaven and the earth. 

3. He will not suffer thy foot to be moved ; He that 
keepeth thee will not slumber. 

4. Behold ! He that keepeth Israel shall neither 
slumber nor sleep. 

5. The Lord is thy keeper ; the Lord is thy shade, 
upon thy right hand. 

6. The sun shall not smite thee by day, nor the 
moon by night. 

7. The Lord shall preserve thee from all evil ; He 
shall preserve thy soul. 

8. The Lord shall preserve thy going out and thy 
coming in, from this time forth, and even for ever-
more. 

1. Murrumbeek woorunderoneit mynginiek kuding 
Pundgyl Marman ; weda womonner nunlbeunnul. 

2. Murrumbiek nunlbeunnul womoner Pundgyl 
Marman, wellainer monkeit woorwoor bar beeker. 

3. Kargee nier malbodoneit murrumbiek tinan ; 
mungither wellainer koonark murrumbinner nier 
yemoner. 

4. Wa! Mungither wellainer Koonark murrum-
binner nier yemee nier yemoner. 

5. Pundgyl Marmon kunark murrambinner ; 
Pundgyl Molariek ulbinner munung. 

6. Nier ngervein tilbunner murrumbinner yellanwl 
nier mineam boorundut. 

7. Pundgyl Marman nulworthun murrumbinner; 
nier nillam woman mungither moorupick nulwor-
thununner. 

8. Pundgyl Marman nerdoit murrumbinne yannon 
nulworthun, bar nerdoit womoneit nulworthun mur-
rumbinner, netbo bar wootunno yearamboot the 
raffle nanbo. 

TEE FIRST CHAP 

1. In the beginning God created the heaven and 
the earth. 

2. And the earth was without form and void, and 
darkness was upon the face of the deep. And the 
Spirit of God moved upon the face of the waters. 

3. And God said, let there be light, and there was 
light: 

4. And God saw the light that it was good, and 
God divided the light from the darkness. 

5. And God called the light day, and the darkness 
he called night; and the evening and the morning 
were the first day. 

6, 7. And God said, let there be a firmament. And 
God made the firmament; and divided the waters 
which were under the firmament, from the waters 
which were above the firmament, and it was so. 

8. And God named the firmament, heaven ; and the 
evening and the morning were the second day. 

9. And God said let the waters under the heavens 
be gathered together unto one place, and let the dry 
land appear ; and it was so. 

10. And God called the dry land, earth ; and the 
gathering together of the waters, called he seas : and 
God saw that it was good. 

TEE OF GENESIS. 

1. Ganbronin Pundgyl Marman monguit woorwor-
rer bar beek. 

2. Nier beek nowdin netbo, beek tandowring tar-
kate ; nier boit, nier mill, nier taul, nier turrong, nier 
uungo; bar boorundara kormuk bumile. Bar Moo-
rup Pundgyl warrebonuk narlumbanan pare. 

3. Bar Pundgyl Marman tombuk, womear yanga-
mut, bar yangamut woman. 

4. Bar Pundgyl Marman nangeit yangamut, bar 
tombak boundup nge, bar Pundgyl Marman borung-
nergurk yangamut boorrnndara. 

5. Bar Pundgyl Marman nerreno yangamut yellen-
wo, bar borundara borundut; bar krunguine bar ban-
baneram nerreno ganbronin yellenw3. 

6, 7. Bar Pundgyl Marman tombak, malwomear 
firmament. Bar Pundgyl Marman mongeit narng; 
bar borungnergurk parn kubberdon beek, bar nungo-
nuk parn kuding karboit tandowring nowdin netbo. 

8. Bar Pundgyl Marman nerreno firmanment woor-
woorrer ; bar krunguine bar banban cram nerreno 
bengerrowlin yellenwa. 

9. Bar Pundgyl marman tombit, malwo mear pan 
kubberdon woorwoorrer kundee ganbony tombor. bar 
malwomear palletdebuk ; bar nowdin netbo. 

10. Bar Pundgyl Marman nerreno bidderup beek 
(earth), bar wotonno parn nerreno warreen-warreen: 
bar Pundgyl nangeit kooding nge marnameek. 

■ 

• Abridged in some of the verses, In order to simplify the chapter to stilt aboriginal capacity ; bet the (WI purport is retained. 
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11; 12, 13. And God said let the earth bring forth 	11, 12, 13. Bar Pundgyl Marman tombit, warra 
grass, herb and trees, whose seed is in itself, and it wee boit, bar kunnulderbil kurrennun, bar, terrung 
was so ; and God saw that it was good. And the willainer kooding nge ; bar Pundgyl Marman ngerren 
evening and the morning were the third day. 	bar tombak marnameek. Bar krunguine, bar banban 

eram yellingwl bengero 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. Arid God said, let there be 	14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19. Bar Pundgyl Marman tom- 

light above, to divide the day from the night, and let bak, malwomear yangamut karboit, bar nungonuk 
them be for lights to give light upon tlie earth, and yellenwa bar borandut, tuduk yangamut beeker; tan-
it was so : and God made two great lights : the dowring netbo: bar Pundgyl Marman monkeit ben-
greater light to rule (or make) the day ; and lesser gero bullito yangamut ; koonge bullito narngate yel-
light to rule (or make) the night. He made the stars lenwa, bar wyebo yangamut narngate borundut. 
also. And God saw that it was good. And the Mungither monkeit wotunno topiram nowdin netbo. 
evening and the morning were the fourth day. Bar Pundgyl Marman nangeit koodin marnameek. 

Bar krunguine bar banbaneram bengero bar benge- 
rowlin yellenw3. 

20, 21, 22, 23. And God said, let the waters bring 	20, 21, 22, 23. Bar Pundgyl Marman tombak,  mel- 
forth abundantly of fish, great and small. And fowl womear tuat wootunno ; wyebo bar bullito narlum-
that may fly above the earth. And God saw that it bunner pare. Bar koyup woolwoin karboit beeker. 
was good. And the evening and the morning were Bar Pundgyl Marman ngerreen boundup nge. Bar 
the fifth day. krunguine bar banban eram, bengero bar bengero 

ganmelrowling yellenw3. 
24, 25. And God said, let the earth bring forth all 	24, 25. Bar Pundgyl Marman tombak, mallongener 

living creatures after its kind ; and it was so. And beek, wantagee umarko kunup togan nge ; bar tan- 
God made beasts of the earth, and all cattle after its dowring nge. Bar Pundgyl Marman monkeit tukin - 
kind. And God saw that all was good. 	 ungut tandowring age. Bar Pundgyl Marman nan- 

geit marnameek kuding. 
26, 27. And God said let us make man in our 	26, 27. Bar Pundgyl Marman tombak, mallun 

image. And God made in his own image, man ; in monkeit kooling tandowring murrumbunick. Bar 
the image of God created he him, male and female Pundgyl Marman monkeit tandawring kargeeiek koo- 
created he them. 	 linner,—nowdin kargeeiek monkeit munniger—koo- 

ling bar bagrook monkeit murrumnuller. 
28, 29, And God blessed them, and said, increase 	28, 29. Bar Pundgyl Merman tombit boundup mur- 

and replenish the earth ' • and have power over the rumnuller ; geanboon koolinge bagrook 	wootunno 
fish of the sea, and fowl of the air, and all living bopup kuding beeker ; bar umanaro umarko twat 
things. And God gave man every tree and herb kuding warreen, koyup worworrow bar umarko 
bearing fruit and seed for man's food. 	 yeareit togan. Bar Pundgyl Marman uminarl koo- 

lin umarko turrung, bar umarko uungo tunganan 
koolinge bagrook. 

30. 31. And God gave every living thing to man 	30, 31. Bar Pundgyl Marman umanarer kunnulwar- 
for food : and it was so. And God saw everything rable tuduk tanganan : kuding nge. Bar Pundgyl 
that he had made, and behold it was very good. And Marman ngarren umarko kargee mongon, bar wl 
the evening and the morning were the shah day. 	tombak koongee boundup. Bar krunguine bar ban- 

ban cram, nerreno bengero, bengero, bar bengerow-
ling yellenwl. 

THE CREED. 

I believe in God the Father. Almighty Maker of 	Murrumbeek nunurrunkella kuding Pundgyl 
Heaven and Earth ; and in Jesus Christ His only Marman koongee palleek mongeit woorwoorrer bar 
Son our Lord ' • who came down from heaven to save beeker ; bar kuding Jesus Christ Tindee mummum 
man, and die for his people ; who was by wicked murrumbununner Lord ; wellainer burrawee woor-
men killed and hanged on a tree ; who was dead woorrer mongonner koolinge bagrook marnameek ; 
and buried ; who rose again the third day from the wellainer nillam koolinglilbuk weakeit bar berbuk, 
dead, and ascended into heaven, and sat down at narlumboon burrung ; wellainer weagoulaneit bar 
the right hand of God. the Father ; from whence He numbuk ; wellainer tinderbeek bengero ganmel yellen-
shall come again and make all mankind stand before wa, kuding commargee numnumo, bar kubboweer 
Him ; and separate the good from the wicked. woorwooroit bar narlumby ulbinner munung Pundgyl 

I believe in the Holy Ghost, the resurrection of the Marmanieek ; Uungo yellenw3 Jesus Christ nerlingo 
body, and the life everlasting.—Amen. mongoin umarko koolinge bagrook terridee kargeeiek; 

bar pindoner boundup bar meungo. 
Murrumbeek nunurrunkella Boundup Moorrup, 

commargee murrum, bar moorrup, tillee millee 
nangbo.—Amen. 

THE LORD'S PRAYER. 

Our Father who art in heaven ; hallowed be Thy 	Marmanella Marman wellainer narlumboon kar- 
name ; Thy kingdom come ; Thy will be done on boit ; nerrino murrumbinner koongee boundup ; 
earth like it in heaven. Give us this day our daily woman trangbulk murrumbinner mongon tandowring 
food ; and forgive us our bad deeds, as we forgive beeker. Umarleek nurnin yellenwl tanganan ; 
them that do us bad ; and keep us from sin this day, bar narlarnarny nurnin nowdin murrumarter nar-
and from all evil. larnarny ungo ; bar kunark nurnin watticar koolin 

Only Thou 0 Great Father can keep us now and yellenw3 nier nillam womeit. 
ever.—Amen. 	 Tindu Murrumbinner, Boundup Marman, nulwor- 

then nurnin Netbo bar nanbo.—Amen. 

FROM CHURCH SERVICE. 

My dear blackfellows,—God's book tells us in many 	Murrumbick koolin,—kunne paper Nag Pundgyl 
places to acknowledge and confess our many sins, Marman tombak wongonon, dado pardogurrabun tom-
and that we should not hide them before the face boon nillam nurnin koonge meungo, bar nier euletbee 
of Almighty God, but confess them with sorrow, that nillam nurnin tuduk vier wongrunin pallat Pundgyl 
we may have forgiveness of them through His great Marman, tindee mardon manna tombak mongderre-
goodness ; and though every day we ought to tell wat mardoneit kunnup Pundgyl Marman yangally 
God our sins, yet more so on Sunday, when we all narrite umarko boundup rige ; bar nelnwil pardogur-
meet together ; to thank Him for all His goodness ; rabun banban cram bar krunguite Pundgyl Marman, 
to hear His good book ; and to ask all good for our nerdoit bullito Sunday womon wotunno pardogurra-
bodies and souls. So let us all, as many as are now bun narlumby umarko ; thank Mungither tuduk 

. here, fall upon our knees, and pray to our Great umarko boundup narngon kargeiek berkerk ; tombar-
Father in heaven, saying—&c. &c. larnon yarrite boundup murrum bar moorup ; netbo, 

malpardogurrabun umarko, marlumbunun mihu bul- 
lito Pundgyl boundup Marman narlumboon karboti 
tom-der-run-en-er—&c. &c. 
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* HYMN TO OLD HUNDRED. 

1 Pund-gyl Mar-man, bar mar-na-meek 
Nun-guk kub-ber- don mur-rum-beek 
Mong-der-re-wat koo-lin net-bo 
Tan-dow-ring koon-gee mur-rum-bo. 

2 Mal-yeng-erk par-do-gur-ra-bun 
Tu-duk yar-rite ko-dun-un-un 
Ner-rem-bee bo-run, yel-len-wa. 
Nul-wor-then bo-pup Roo-lin-ner. 

3 Ner-doit ye-men-ner mur-rum-beek 
Lack-boo-ding myng-ner kar-gee-iek 
Bar ner-doit yan-na-ner war-rest 
Rar-gee nger-ren-er mur-rum-beek. 

&c., &c. 

CATECHISM. 
Q.—Tell me, my child, who made you / 	 Q.—Tombannerek murrumbiek bopup, wellainer 

mongeit murrumbinner. 
A.-The Great God who made the heaven and the 	A.—Ptmdgyl Merman weds mongut woor-woor-rer 

earth• 	 bar beeker. 
&c., &C. 

APPENDIX E. 
In addition to the answers given to the queries, the language and translations, I would submit the two 

enclosed documents as well worthy your honorable committee's consideration. 
No. 1.—" Proposed Plan for the better treatment of the Aborigines," by John Hunter Patterson, Esq., a Squatter. June, 1842. 
No. 2.—Colonial Secretary's Despatch to the Superintendent, Port Phillip, on the breaking up of the 

Protectorate, January, 1850; with Dr. O'Brien's Suggestions for Medical Attendance upon the Aborigines. 
Although I do not identify myself as acquiescing in the whole of the Colonial Secretary's Despatch, 
particularly with the ninth clause, and though some of the humane suggestions of Dr. O'Brien can never 
be carried out, yet the document is well worthy your honorable committee's consideration. 

COUNSEL FOR ABORIGINES. 
Counsel for aborigines appears wholly to have been lost sight of in the queries and evidence taken; 

which I would solicit your honorable committee, ere you close your labors, to give the subject your humane 
consideration. From the date of the appointment of a judge at Port Phillip the aborigines have had an 
authorized counsel and solicitor ; but, on the arrival of Sir Charles Hotham, standing counsel for aborigines 
was discontinued. 

WM. THOMAS, 
To the Honorable Chairman of Select Committee on Aborigines. 	 Guardian of Aborigines. 

PROPOSED PLAN FOR THE BETTER TREATMENT OF THE ABORIGINES OF AUSTRALIA 
FELIX. BY JOHN HUNTER PATTERSON, OF MELBOURNE, PORT PHILLIP, 7TH JUNE, 1892. 

Although much has been done by the Government and eqerprise of individuals to advance the interests 
of this Colony, it is a matter of general complaint, that no efficient means have been adopted to restrain the 
predatory habits of the Aborigines. At the same time it is universally admitted that, unless these are 
restrained, and the colonists furnished with a reasonable guarantee for the security of their persons and 
property, the resources of the country can neither be fully nor speedily developed. 

It now appears to be established beyond the reach of dispute that the extensive occupation of the 
territory has produced a scarcity of those plants and animals which constituted the staple articles of their 
subsistence,—and this view is confirmed by the fact, that the depredations of the aborigines have been hitherto 
committed with the sole purpose of obtaining food or clothing. 

In these circumstances it is sufficiently obvious that, before any system can be devised for ameliorating 
their condition, an adequate provision must be made, for supplying them with the first necessaries of life ; for 
it is idle to talk of reforming, or even of restraining, by punishment or otherwise, a starving population. Nor is 
this a mere matter of expediency. If the occupation of the country by our flocks and herds has had the effect 
of depriving its natural possessors of their customary supplies of food, we are bound on every principle of 
justice, either to provide them with an equivalent, or patiently to submit to their irregular excursions, what-
ever be the individual annoyance, or positive detriment arising out of them. 

It is from a want of attention to this fundamental principle, we conceive, that the measures resorted to 
by the Government have proved so notoriously ineffectual. For, without entering into unnecessary details, it is 
admitted even by those who are disposed to give the greatest credit to the measures adopted by the local 
authorities, that those stockholders who are more immediately under the eye of the district protectors have 
invariably suffered the greatest amount of injury from the depredations of the blacks. 

In respectfully submitting the following details to the consideration of the government, I would be 
understood then to take it for granted, as an essential pre-requisite to any radical or permanent improvement, 
that the native population be, in the first instance fed, and fed gratuitously, let the cost and sacrifice be what 
they may. This in my opinion, would be best effected:— 

let. By appointing Sub-Protectors to each tribe, whose duty it should be to accompany them in all their 
excursions, and to inform themselves accurately of their numbers and names. In this case, no one could 
absent himself from his tribe without the knowledge of his superintendent; and it would be easy for the latter 
to ascertain in what manner absentees had been employed, without resorting to measures calculated to lessen 
their confidence. And although everything like harshness or severity ought in the first instance to be 
studiously avoided, the very fact that their movements were observed and known would have a salutary, 
because a restraining tendency. 

2nd. It should be considered the first duty of Sub-Protectors to see that every individual receives an 
adequate supply of wholesome food. They should therefore be authorised to draw rations of meat and flour 
from the settlers in their respective districts for some specified period ad libitum. Nor should the allowance 
be curtailed on account of the misconduct of the natives, or from any other cause. After a relish for the food 
and conveniences of civilized life had been acquired, it might be found sufficient to establish one, or, at most, 
two depots for each tribe, in such situations as might be considered most eligible. Rations might then be dis-
tributed only to those who remained in the vicinity of the depot, and encouragements held out to such as 
chose to cultivate the soil, or engage in some useful employment ; but coercion, in the first instance at least, 

* The black children at Herr( Creek school used to shag Ibis admirably. 
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ought on no account to be permitted; for it should never be forgotten, that indolence, or neutrality on the part 
of the aborigines, is infinitely preferable to active and open hostility. They would thus be gradually weaned 
from their roving and unsettled habits, and though it might be found impracticable to effect any permanent 
improvement upon the condition of the present generation, the children would be brought wjthin the reach of 
discipline and instruction, which of itself is of the first importance, but at present confessedly impossible. 

3rdly. The Sub-Protectors should be instructed to report weekly as to the state of their respective 
tribes ; the number absent; their names and description; how employed ; and in general everything calculated 
to throw light upon their manners and habits. 

4thly. That a Chief or Managing Protector be appointed, with an office in Melbourne, to take cognizance 
of all the details connected with the working of the system, and more especially the conduct of his agents. It 
would be his duty to register and systematize the information contained in the periodical reports ; to visit 
and inspect the different tribes ; to appoint, suspend, or remove the sub-protectors, when he considered it 
necessary ; to receive the suggestions of the colonists ; secure their co-operation; redress their grievances ; 
and generally to exercise an active and minute surveillance—so as to maintain the efficiency of the system: and, 
as success would depend in a great measure on his zeal and personal ability, a sufficient salary—say from £400 
to £500 per annum, should be guaranteed, in order to secure the services of an individual possessed of the 
requisite qualifications. 

5thly. That Colonists be prohibited to harbour the aborigines, or offer them any encouragement to 
remain at their stations, and in case of disobedience, punished by fine, loss of licence, or otherwise. 

The above plan possesses one great recommendation—that it does not supersede or interfere in any 
way with the measures already instituted and sanctioned by the Government. The whole of the machinery 
necessary to its immediate and efficient operation may be said to be already in existence. There is already a 
Chief Protector, invested with nearly similar powers, and subordinates stationed in different districts, in 
direct communication with the blacks. IT DOES NOT CREATE A NEW MACHINERY ; IT ONLY 
CHANGES THE DIRECTION OF THE OLD. 

It may indeed be objected that the expense of such a plan must effectually prevent it from ever being 
adopted ; but where this is met by a generous tax upon the Colonists, the hardship on individuals would be 
scarcely felt ; and as the largest item of expense would be incurred for rations of flour and meat, the tax might 
be collected IN KIND. From the calculations which I have made, I am almost satisfied that the tax, if levied 
in this way, would not greatly exceed in amount the outlay at present imperatively necessary on the part of 
stockholders for the protection of their flocks—especially when coupled with the losses to which they are 
subjected from actual depredations. 

It will be observed that the great object of the above plan is to restrain the roving propensities of the 
blacks, and to protect the lives and property of the colonists ; hence the necessity of maintaining a strict watch 
by night and day on all their movements. No one individual of course could be expected to do this ; but it 
would be requisite to support the sub-protectors, by a sufficient number of assistants or overseers, so that no 
considerable party could be detached from the main body without being observed. 

It might be found necessary, also, to modify the details in particular circumstances; for it is obvious that 
no system, confessedly elementary, as the present is, could be persevered in with any prospect of usefulness, 
after the Objects contemplated by it had been gained. To effect the permanent amelioration of the native tribes, 
their treatment must vary with and be adapted to their progressive improvement. The present plan ought 
therefore to be regarded only as preparatory. After the blacks have been converted, through its operation, 
from a fluctuating into a stationary population, a higher and more advanced system might be advantageously 
introduced, and no better data could be furnished for its construction than the information embodied with 
reports of the subordinate agents, concerning the manners and habits of the different tribes. 

APPENDIX. 

Being unable to obtain any correct information relative to the numbers, ages, and sexes of the aborigine s  immediately under the superintendence of the Protectors, the following calculation is made from a careful 
examination and a colonial experience of twenty years' standing. 

1000 Men, Women, and Children, 1 lb. of meat and 11b. of flour per diem 
at 3d. per lb. each 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... £9125 

2000 suits of clothing 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 
:.... 00 

1000 pair of blankets 	... 	... 	... 	... ... 500 0 Tea, sugar, tobacco, and soap, given for good conduct ... 500 0 
Tools and other contingencies for three establishments ... 300 0 
Salary of Chief Protector ... 	... 	... 	... 500 0 
Clerk to ditto 	... 	... 	 ... 120 0 Three Surgeons at 5s. per diem 	... 273 15 Three Sub-Protectors 	... 	... 900 0 Twelve Overseers 	... 	... 600 0 
Medicine and medicinal comforts 	... 200 0 

£14,518 15 

ESTIMATED EXPENSE UNDER THE PRESENT SYSTEM. 

Salary, provisions, &c., &c. 	... 	... 	... 	... 	... 	£8000 0 0 
Half of the Mounted and Border Police charged to the blacks, which 

	

would be unnecessary under the present 	plan ... 	... 	... 	4905 12 1 
Balance to be raised by taxation, in money or kind, (or supplied from 

	

squatting licences and assessment) ... 	... 	... 	... 	1613 2 11 

£14,518 15 0 

50 266 	 [Cory.] 
50 45 	 Colonial Secretary's Office, 

Sydney, 29th January, 1850. Sm, 
Reverting to the subject of the formation of reserves of Crown land, and other measures for the 

amelioration of the aborigines of this colony, which either directly formed the subject of, or was incidentally 18thmori4,81.848,  alluded to in your Honor's several despatches noted in the margin, I am now instructed to state that, after 	No.  a mature consideration of the voluminous reports and papers bearing on this question, His Excellency the Slat Feb., 1849, 
t Na.

e 85 
Governor, with the advice of the Executive Council, has arrived at the following conclusions, which I am to 
request that your Honor will cause to be carried into effect, so far as regards the district of Port Phillip. 	21s

t i29 1.849 ' 
1. The native police force should be increased throughout the colony to the utmost practicable extent, soul Sept., 1849, and beyond the settled districts a 'certain proportion of aboriginal natives should be attached to the ordinary 	No. 287- police. 
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2. Throughout the country lying beyond the settled districts, a suitable number of reserves of moderate 
extent should be made for the use of the aborigines. 

S. The reports of the several Crown commissioners throughout the colony have been referred to the 
surveyor general, in order that he may offer such remarks as he may think necessary, respecting the sites 
which those officers have proposed, and respecting the extent of land which would be sufficient in each case 
to meet the object in view. 

4. In making the last-mentioned reference it has been explained to the surveyor general that the 
Council fully concurred in the correctness of Earl Grey's conclusion that the system of large reserves for 
the aborigines is inapplicable to the circumstances of this colony, and that they could not approve of such 
extensive tracts being set apart for the use of the aborigines as are proposed by the commissioner of Crown 
lands for the district of the Murrumbidgee. 

5. The Council likewise fully concurred in the opinion expressed by your Honor, that these reserves, 
when brought into use, should remain under the direct control of the Executive Government, and that it 
would not be advisable to invest them in trustees, as is suggested in Earl Grey's despatch. 

6. They also adopted the opinion that the reserves should be placed under the charge of a medical 
officer, if possible, and they suggested that an arrangement of this nature may be brought into effect at the 
station of the Protectorate, in the district of Port Phillip, when the present establishment is broken up. 

7. Every commissioner of Crown lands should be instructed to act in his magisterial capacity as 
protector of the aborigines within his district, and he should be under obligation to afford them every 
assistance in his power. He should also be constituted the official visitor of all aboriginal reserves in his 
district, and as such should be required to render periodical reports, giving a brier summary of the state of 
things at each reserve, as noticed by him at his visits of inspection, and exhibiting as nearly in a tabular 
form.as  the nature of the subject will allow, the actual use made of the land, the resort to it by the natives, 
the amount of food and clothing (if any) distributed there, and any other particulars admitting of such 
recapitulation. 

8. The Commissioners should further be required to furnish annual returns, showing the number of 
aboriginal tribes within their respective districts, and the number of individuals in each tribe, according 
to the best information which it is in their power to obtain. These returns should be accompanied by reports 
setting forth the general habits of the several tribes, and the disposition shown by them towards the European 
settlers, and giving the fullest possible information as to any services which may have been rendered by the 
aborigines to the settlers, the degree of perseverance shown in the performance of them, and the nature of 
the remuneration which formed the inducement to their being undertaken. 

9. As respects the issue of food or clothing from the reserves or other Government establishments, it is 
considered that it would be highly inexpedient to give anything gratuitously to the aborigines, except in cases 
of extreme emergency. It should be an established rule, to be departed from only in cases of clear necessity, 
that no aboriginal native should receive anything from a Government institution, which he has not earned by 
some moral or physical exertion. 

10. The Council deeply regretted that they could see no sufficient prospect of success to justify them in 
advising that the Government should incur the expense of establishing an experimental school at Melbourne 
for aboriginal children, as suggested in your Honor's letter of the 21st February, 1849, No. 129. In the 
correctness of this conclusion the Council inferred that your Honor was prepared to concur, as, in your last 
letter on the subject, in which you report the result of the experiment at Adelaide, you conclude by observing, 
"the question naturally arises, what can be the real advantage of education reaped by the individuals, or its 
influence upon the tribes to which they belong, when that education terminates by a return to the degraded 
habits of a savage life." 

11. I have already expressed to your Honor the concurrence of the Governor and Council in your 
Honor's suggestion, that the reserves made use of for the benefit of the aborigines should, as far as possible, 
be placed under the charge of medical officers ; but it appeared to the Council to be the duty of Government 
to make some general provision for the medical attendance of the aborigines, more especially considering the 
diseases which have been engendered amongst them by their intercourse with the European population. 
Wherever, therefore, the services of a medical practitioner can be procured, arrangements for the attendance 
of the aborigines beyond the settled districts should be made in accordance with the stggestions of 
Dr. O'Brien, as explained in the annexed paper, which appear to be complete and well adapted to effect the 
object in view at a reasonable cost. Within the settled districts the aborigines can of course be admitted to 
the benefit of all public hospitals and dispensaries, on the understanding that the expenses incurred on their 
account in those institutions will be defrayed out of the territorial revenue. 

12. In reference to a suggestion made by the surveyor general, that, within the settled districts, reserves 
should be made and set apart for the use of the aborigines at any places known to be still frequented by them, 
either along the sea coast, or on streams where they are in the habit of fishing or encamping, I beg to state 
that that officer has been requested to report such places aff this description as may from time to time fall 
under his notice, so that a decision may be given on each as to the expediency of reserving it for the use of 
the aborigines. It is possible that, in the Port Phillip District, it may in like manner be deemed expedient to 
act on this suggestion. 

I have, &c., 

(Signed) 	E. DEAS THOMSON. 
His Honor the Superintendent, 

Port Phillip. 

[Copy.] 

DR. O'BRIEN'S SUGGESTIONS. 

Medical attendance upon the Aboriginal Natives in the districts beyond the boundaries. 

1. The sum of £20 a year to be paid to the surgeon as a fee for his services as medical attendant upon 
the aboriginal natives in his district. 

2. The annual sum of £5 per hundred (as ascertained from the commissioner's returns) to be allowed to 
the surgeon for medicines to be supplied to the sick aboriginal natives. 

3. The surgeon to be in attendance at his own residence one day (say Wednesday) in each week, for 
the purpose of giving advice and medicines to such sick aboriginal natives in his district as may require 
medical aid. 

4. In the event of en aboriginal native suffering under any illness that would require medical comfort 
as well as medical attendance, the commissioner to procure for the sick person such suitable accommodation, 
&c., as can be obtained, and as near as possible to the residence of the surgeon, who will be expected, under 
such circumstances, to visit the sick person. 

5. For the performance of any capital operation upon an aboriginal native the sum of £5 to be paid to 
the surgeon, the commissioner giving a certificate that such operation has been performed. 

6. The surgeon to send in to the commissioner of his district, for the information of the Government, 
quarterly returns of the sick aboriginal natives treated by him, 

■ 

■ 

■ 
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APPENDIX F. 
EXTRACTS OF AN EXCURSION TO WESTERN PORT. 

(FROM "DuNes's WANDERINGS IN THE AIISTRALIAS.") 

HAVING been introduced by one of their number to a tribe of aborigines, I formed the intention of proceeding 
to the Dandenong ranges, and thence to Western Port. Among the natives were Derrimut, Yammabook or 
Hawk's-Eye, and Bonbon'. The latter is he who gave information of an evil design which some of his com-
panions had conceived, and thus prevented what might have been a fatal encounter between them and the 
first white settlers. Benbow invariably rejected all solicitations to partake of spirituous liquors, and is the 
only teetotaller I ever met with among the aborigines. In a corner of Mr. Batman's garden, Benbow and 
his wife, Kitty, dwelt in a small but of his own constructing. Within everything was cleanly, and in good 
order. Benbow was often consulted by the settlers concerning various matters ; and he was always willing 
to impart what information he possessed. He was not only an intelligent native, but a really worthy fellow : 
an evidence that the aborigines of Australia are not, as has been so frequently stated by various writers, 
incapable of being civilized. ' 

* 	* 	* 	* • 
We encamped the first night between Gardiner's and Babee Jim creeks, where the country was 

extremely rich, undulating, thinly-timbered, and thickly-grassed. Our camp was about the distance of four 
miles from the southern bank of the river, on which was then a station belonging to Messrs. Walpole 
and Goggs. 

This was the first time I had ever camped for the night in company with aborigines. Having at that 
time but a very imperfect acquaintance with their language and customs, my first impressions concerning 
these singular and inoffensive people were by no means favorable. It being clear and star-light, we were 
sufficiently sheltered for the night by a few branches from the neighboring gum trees. 

As an additional protection for me, my new friends covered the spot where I was to lie with a sheet of 
bark, supported upon wattles. They cooked an opossum for our evenino .  meal. Although delicate in appearance 
as an English rabbit, the flesh was not so agreeable as I had been led to anticipate, it being very strongly 
tinctured with the volatile peppermint smelling oil, common to the leaves of the eucalyptus piperita, or pepper-
mint tree, in which tree the opossum finds its chief food. 

In searching for and catching the opossum, the natives display acute observation and much skill. 
Indications of the presence of their game, quite imperceptible to the white man, are by them instinctively 
recognised. They examine cursorily all the large trees likely to afford shelter to the animal. If, from 
observation of any particular tree, the hunter has conceived it probable that the opossum has taken refuge 
amongst its branches, he, by making a series of notches in the bark for his feet, ascends to what altitude he 
pleases. Should the opossum have taken refuge in a hollow, a small stick is used to dislodge him. On 
emerging from his retreat, he is caught dexterously by the tail, and swung rapidly round twice or thrice, 
until his head is made to come in contact with the tree and stunned. 

After retiring to my berth, I lay awake a great part of the night, watching the natives, who were 
seated around the camp fire, endeavoring to catch the meaning of the language in which they conversed 
cheerfully with each other. 

We were afoot again by early dawn. At mjs request, my companions tarried a short time, while I 
collected specimens of the flora of the place ; and as soon as they perceived the reason of our delay, rendered 
willingly what assistance they could, by bringing to me various leaves, herbs, &c. They had names for many 
of them, which I carefully noted, for future reference. When the sun was fairly up, the short, rich notes of 
the native thrush, the sweet warble of the magpie, and the jocund cadence of the laughing jackass, rever-
berated through the woods. We made for Mount Koronth Marabool, a small mountain divided from the 
main chain of ranges. Pursuing our journey over the gently undulating country, we stayed for refreshment 
beside a small streamlet, known as Babee Jim Creek. * * Upon reaching 
the creek, some of my companions walked into a neighboring lagoon for the purpose of catching eels (eeoke). 
With a small spear in his hand, the aboriginal eel-catcher walks slowly and cautiously about the shallow 
water, until he has trodden so gently upon the object of his search as not to awaken its attention. Although 
half-buried in the mud, its position is judged with such accuracy, that, with one blow, the eel is pierced by 
the native. Immediately he takes it out of the water, and disables it by giving it a crush between his teeth. 
We arrived at the foot of the mountain about sunset. In reaching it we had been delayed while some of our 
friends secured a fine kangaroo, which was shot by one of them, named Jemmy, in a small patch of grass. 
It would appear that the kangaroo cannot, or does not, notice objects directly ahead ; and by Jemmy, with 
his gun under his arm, cautiously creeping, under cover of a large bough, which he carried in his hand, 
(some others having placed themselves in the rear), he was allowed to approach, shoot, and secure his prey 
without difficulty. It was a noble specimen, although not full-grown, and was carried in triumph to the camp 
over the shoulders of Jemmy. In skinning the kangaroo, one of the natives made his feet serve him very 
usefully. I have often had occasion to remark how dexterous these people are in making use of their 
feet. The kidney-fat they ate as soon as the entrails were taken out. The hinder part roasted made us 
an excellent evening meal. The tail, which is regarded as a great delicacy, was cooked separately ; and I 
do not remember ever having eaten anything with greater gusto than the two joints of tail which fell to my 
portion. The fore-quarter was given to the dogs, and the bones and other portions of the tail, which the 
black fellows could not eat, were thrown over their shoulders, and caught by their wives, with less concern 
than they observed in feeding their canine companions. The ladies received these scraps with a quiet 
humility, which it was really quite charming to observe in them, although I could never see such indifference 
manifested on the part of the blacks towards their wives without aversion. 

Our camping-place was on the rise of the mountain, behind which flowed a small gurgling brook, 
with banks lined with the tree-fern, billarderia, and which the blacks call Quambee Jack. The heart of the 
tree was cut out and eaten by the natives, in the same manner as we have subsequently seen the aborigines 
in north-eastern tropical Australia appropriate the crown or heart of the corypha, palm-tree, as well that of 
the larger fern-tree, alsophilla elegans, which in those parts assumes a height and size of stupendous magnitude. 
Here we stayed for the night. Rising earlier in the morning than the rest, I took a stroll up the valley of 
the creek, among a forest of fern-trees. Occasionally the climbing plants, which were thickly interspersed 
with ferns, with the dodonea, sassafras, leplosperstuna, and =themes, formed scrub so dense as merely to 
leave a small opening, enabling me to take a sidelong peep, at intervals, into the valley of the creek below. 
In most cases, I observed that the ground had been torn or scratched up. On our -visit in company with 
Jemmy, we afterwards learned that this was the work of the Bullen Bullen, or lyre bird, in its search for large 
worms, its favorite food. 

The native women sometimes went out by themselves, and returned with a quantity of liquid amber 
gum, which exudes from the acacias deem-rem, or black wattle tree. This gum they call korong. They prepare 
it as a relish for their food in the following manner : having formed, of a sheet of wattle bark, a trough to 
hold water (wWwns), the women soak the gum until it assimilates with the water, and forms a thin glutinous 
liquid ; a little sugar or manna is then added to make it palatable. 
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Some of the women brought large white grubs, the larvm of the gigantic moth, which they considered 
as a dainty not easily to be rejected. These grubs were slightly grilled before being eaten. Some long 
tuberous roots of a composite plant were also brought, and of which we partook. These plants produced a 
bunch of tubers like the fingers on the hand, from whence they were called myrnong-myrnongatha, being the native word for hand. 

As we were returning towards the camp one evening, Jemmy captured a native bear, or sloth, from 
among the branches of a huge gum tree. None but a native would have observed the creature, as the color 
of its wool so nearly resembled that of the bark of the tree. 

During the excursion our diet consisted chiefly of opossum and kangaroo, varied occasionally with the 
flesh of the porcupine and wombat. The heart or crown of the fern tree slightly roasted, furnished us an 
acceptable dish, the taste of which reminded me of the flavor of the cocoa-nut. Native potatoes, or roots of the 
orchidacece, were not wanting ; those of the gastrodia sessataoides were especially plentiful, large, and well 
flavoured. On evening we took three wombats, and next day the natives held a banquet, preceded as a 
matter of course, by a grand corroborree. 

Proceeding upon our journey, we crossed several creeks and streams, and eventually ascended the highest 
part of the Western Port ranges.  Eachaay  I was enabled to add some fresh varieties to my herbarium. The 
western mountains abound in healthy timber. In this locality, too, there is plenty of a light white wood, 
which the natives call wealth kalk kalk (fire-stick), as they obtain a light from it, by means of friction, very 
readily. This kind of wood is also called thaal kalk (sounding stick), because a solid ringing sound can be 
produced by two round billets being beaten together. When the natives hold a corroborree, a festival in 
which dancing forms the chief element, those who do not join in the dance beat time with the sounding-stick, 
while they sing continually, " Yah-yabba, yah-yabba, yah." 

We determined on our return the following morning, by way of Dandenong Creek, near the station 
then belonging to the Rev. Mr. Clowe, but now the property of Mr. Beilby. Unfortunately, shortly after 
sundown, there were signs of rain, the sky became overcast, thunder was heard in the distance, and forked 
lightning played among the branches of the trees. The women were busy with their tomahawks in stripping 
large flakes or sheets of bark from the stringy-bark trees, and setting forks and saplings whereon to place the 
bark for the erection of willams, or dwellings, as a shelter. The only parties disengaged were the black 
fellows, whose duties appeared to be to pray for fine weather by a continued melancholy chant. This office 
they continued for a short time after the rain commenced, and when all the rest of us had retired under 
shelter ; but finding that their good divinity, in the present instance was deaf to their appeals, they exclaimed 
"Marmingatha bullarto porkwadding : quanthueeneera ?" " Marmingatha is very sulky, and why ?" and 
commenced throwing ashes in the direction in which they believed she resided ; and saying, " Tesee waugh !' 
an exclamation of contempt and defiance, they returned to the willams. In this instance they did not believe 
in her. The storm raged for a short time, but like all other occurrences, whether of divine or human agency, 
ceased, and towards midnight all was again calm, and a clear moon and brilliant starlight night succeeded. 
Sleep had sealed the eyes of most of our party, when a gruff "Noo-jee, noo-jee" (Anglice, "That will do, that 
will do") was heard in response to the sharp whizzing bark of poor old "Go away," the dog, upon which the 
camp was fully awake, and greeting the new comer. Our nocturnal visitor was "Big Jack" (a notice of 
whose death from cholera was noticed a few weeks since in the Melbourne journals), the husband of the 
plump, curly-haired, pleasing, and musical-voiced Mary Anne, of Yore, but now decrepid with pains at 
Moordy-Yallock. After helping himself, without " By'r leave," to a plentiful supply of the various viands, 
he coiled in, and we were soon all asleep. 

Shortly after breakfast all the older men disappeared, leaving me and Jemmy and two or three youths 
to take charge of the camp and its interesting and astonishingly lovely female occupants. On this occasion 
my desire to acquire a knowledge of their language appeared to have been observed, and little Sally Sally, the 
affianced bride of Jemmy (two most faithful likenesses of whom we observed the other day in a window in 
Elizabeth street, by Mr. Haseldon), undertook the part of instructing me, and I consequently commenced 
taking my first lessons in the language. My clumsy attempts at pronouncing their soft Italian, although 
somewhat guttural, idiom, was the occasion of loud bursts of laughter from Sally Sally, in which she was 
joined by the other females, and occasionally by the young men. 

The first lesson consisted, as usual, in making me acquainted with the names for the various parts of 
the body ; and commencing first with the head, " Myrnong-atha"—foot, " Geenong-ah-tha"—leg, " Thorrong-
ah-tha"—the boots, " Geenong-alook," or covering for the foot—trowsers, " Thorong alook, or covering for 
the legs-i-gloves, " Myrnong-alook "—head, " Co wong-atha "—hat, " Cobbera Cowong "—eyes, " My rring-
ah-tha "—mouth, " Worong-ah-tha "—ear, " Kidnong-ah-tha "—hair, " Yarra gondackahtah." We observed 
that every substance of a flowing character was occompanied by the word " Yarra," in its various forms and 
modifications. The name of saltwater, rolling in on the beach, was " Yarrain"—the river Yarra Yarra, 
"flowing flowing"—the beard and whiskers, " Yarragondook," &c. For further information touching their 
language the reader should refer to my work on the aboriginal language, printed at the Argus office in 1851, 
the production of which work was the result of the present lesson. This morning we observed that they 
practised some little amusements among themselves, and some were playing with a puzzle made of string-- " cudgi, cudgic"—made from the fibre of a tree (side pulehella) common on the banks of the mountain streams, 
as well as occasionally on the banks of the Yarra. This puzzle was played between two individuals, and 
required two pairs of hands, in the same manner as the juvenile game of "cats' cradle," common to our own 
country. Many opossums had been caught during our excursion, and the skins were now pegged out on 
sheets of bark, and stretched to their fullest tension with wooden pegs of the poinaderris apeta7a, or dogwood. 
The points of the pegs had been previously scraped with a piece of broken bottle and hardened with the fire, 
so as to enable them to act as a substitute for European tacks and nails ; and a qnantity of them was the 
never-failing accompaniment of the " Baggerooks" or black woman's basket, or " Beenack." After the 
opossum skins are sufficiently stretched and dried they are very curiously marked, the work of the men—
animals, kangaroos, emus, as well as the human figure, are frequently represented by a piece of broken glass 
bottle, or when not to be obtained, the bowl of a metal spoon with one side filed sharp for the purpose of 
scratching the skin when in the soft state. Prior to the introduction among them of needles and thread they 
used the finer tendons and sinews of the kangaroo and opossum for thread, and the sharp-pointed bone of a 
fish or kangaroo for a needle, in sewing their rugs. In those days they needed not the aid of foreign ornament, 
but were amply adorned with strings, and a necklace called "coornburt," composed of a number of short pieces 
of reed strung together and hanging pendant from the neck. Through the septa of the noses of the young 
dandies of the male sex were large pieces of bone running transversely through, and forming a kind of sprit-
sail-yard. The young ladies wore around them a kind of bustle, composed of a ropeyarn-like substance, 
which hung in pendant waves half-way down to the knees. With their hair they took great pains, and to 
judge from the extreme anxiety observed in carefully using and putting by into their baskets every string-
er other decorative material, it would seem to have been connected with one of their rude superstitions ; and 
as I subsequently discovered, such was the case. Pomade and grease of opossum fat was rubbed abundantly 
on the hair, a piece of gaily-colored rag being afterwards tied round the head. Fortunately for us, we had 
taken our first day's lesson in languages before their elaborate toilette of the day, otherwise we should have 
committed a breach of aboriginal etiquette in leaving a neighborhood whose perfume resembled not the aroma 
of the mignionette or jasmine. 

Towards sundown the old warriors returned, as warriors of any nation should, with shield, helimar, 
spear, jagged geraor, and the " wommera" or throwing stick, an instrument necessary in giving the proper 
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impetus to the spear. The helimar, with many other of its ornamental companions, is now extinct. It was made 
of the thin piece of wood which may be occasionally seen forming protuberances from the large trees ; and in 
being removed the outer portion of the bark was taken oft' and the whole affair finished into an excellent 
shape, with a handle through the middle of the under portion, whilst on the outer surface was cut or carved 
a number of zig-zag characters or stripes, on which, in whatever way the spear of the enemy alighted, its 
point was caught. Our friends had brought with them, in addition to the shields, a plentiful supply of some 
other particularly formidable-looking implements of warfare. They appeared to be in a high state of excite-
ment, as compared with the usually philosophic and well-bred bearing which in general characterised this 
sooty generation. A hive of native bees had been discovered by one of the children—a yan yean, or boy—
who had caught one of the little insects, not much larger than a musquito, while dipping its little proboscis 
into the blossom of a native honeysuckle, banksia, extracting from the nectaries of the flower its sweet juices. 
The little fellow was caught and marked by the boy with the feather-like seed of a composite plant, and 
followed to its home in a neighboring gum tree ; thus betraying the little industrious community of which it 
formed a member. The boy returned to the camp and communicated the result of his discovery, when two 
large hollow sheets of bark were procured, thus forming bowls, which were carried to the tree and speedily 
filled with pure honey. 

The native bees are very small, half the size of the common house-fly, and are stingless. 
The bellicose intentions of the warriors appeared to lead them in the direction of the Plenty ranges and 

the Goulburn river, as they took that direction on leaving the camp ; and as I had not yet visited that part 
of the country, I determined upon prevailing upon Jemmy and one or two of his companions to accompany 
me in that direction. 

My desire met with a ready response, and the next morning was determined on as the time for setting 
out. The warriors made their exit simultaneously during the silence of the night, as is their wont. In 
taking the direction of the ranges we were in some measure actuated by a desire to see to what use they would 
apply the spears at the fight, if fight was intended ; and we had now gained sufficient knowledge of the 
natives as induced us to place the strictest reliance upon their good faith of respecting our claim as a non-
combatant, to prevent any fear of being compromised in the results of the campaign. 

We soon reached what was afterwards called Thomson's Station (now Frencham's), near the 
Anderson's Creek diggings. We camped here for the night, and after travelling a few miles the following 
day in the direction of the ranges, learned that peaceful overtures had been made by the Plenty blacks, and 
accepted by our advanced plenipotentiaries. We again returned to Thomson's Station, and from thence 
commenced our final return to the settlement. Passing through the scrubby ground and thinly timbered and 
undulating country about Heidelberg, we reached the settlement, after an absence of a few days. 
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